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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable describes the results of the Scalability and Replicability Analysis (SRA) performed in the GIFT 
project. This analysis is divided into three parts:  

• The simulations, that have been performed to study energy performances of the GIFT systems in the 

follower islands of Evia and Favignana 

• The technical analysis, that focuses on the performances of the ICT system 

• The non-technical analysis, that focuses on the economic, regulatory and stakeholder-related issues 
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This analysis is based on the scenarios of the two replication islands: Evia and Favignana, and the simulations 
of their operation. 
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NOTATIONS, ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

This deliverable studies the Scalability and Replicability (SRA) of the GIFT system. The SRA focuses on the 
follower islands of Evia and Favignana, which have been studied in the previous tasks of the WP9, in particular 
the following results will be used for the definition of the scenarios:  

• The energy profiling and flexibility assessments from D9.1 [1] 

• The use-cases defined in D9.2 [2] 

• The architecture and power mappings from D9.4 [3] 

Moreover, the challenges from pilot sites described in D9.1 [1], and the stakeholder interactions from D9.4 
[3] were used in the non-technical part of the SRA. 

The scalability and replicability analysis is divided into three main parts:  

• The simulations, that aim at studying the power flows and the performances of the grid in both 

follower islands. It moreover includes the study of the impact of flexibility on the grids and the power 

flows, comparing them to the simulated baseline. 

• The ICT technical analysis, that focuses on the performances of the ICT system, and validates the 

possibility of implementing the GIFT system from the point of view of the softwares and 

communications. Additionnally, recommendations on adaptations of the softwares are indicated 

wherever a potential issue is detected. 

• Finally, the non-technical analysis focusses on the economic, regulatory and stakeholder-related 

aspects of the implementation of GIFT components. The study is based on the issues encountered in 

the pilot sites, and the analysis of their potential replicability in the follower sites. 

 

  



 

2. OVERVIEW OF SELECTED FOLLOWER ISLANDS CHARACTERISTICS 

The specific chapter provides an overview of the main characteristics and assumptions related to the two 
follower islands. Detailed presentation of these items has been provided in previous deliverables within WP9, 
namely D9.1 [1], D9.2 [2]and D9.4 [3]. In order to achieve a better coherence in the presentation of the 
simulation results of the next chapter the overview of the main characteristics is provided in the next sections 
of this chapter.  The two follower islands, namely Evia and Favignana present in many respects their own 
unique characteristics. However, the main challenges towards decarbonisation come down to the same 
fundamental approaches followed for the pilot sites. This is the reason why the Use Cases (UCs) examined 
for the pilot sites also find applicability on the follower islands, something that highlights the more generic 
applicability of the GIFT solutions. 

2.1. EVIA 

Evia (Figure 1) is the second largest island of Greece and, as such, it presents some unique characteristics 
that distinguish it from the pilot sites and other follower islands. First and foremost, the island is equipped 
with an extensive portfolio of consumers and generators. As far as consumption goes, several consumption 
sectors appear on the island, including industrial, domestic, commercial, agricultural, etc. The generation 
portfolio of the island, on the other hand, includes a large-scale Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) power 
plant at approximately 417 MW, whereas a large share of renewables is also installed on the island. 
Specifically, a large share of Wind Generation (WG) amounting to 224.2 MW is already in operation on the 
island while a much larger share (1243 MW) is foreseen for the near future. Alongside this WG there is a 
substantial share of PhotoVoltaics (PVs) that amount to 16 MW. Even though the installed PVs are rather 
small compared to the WGs they are substantial at distribution level (i.e., Low Voltage-LV and Medium 
Voltage-MV grids) and therefore they are considered in the analysis. Considering the grid characteristics, the 
island is equipped with both a transmission grid at High Voltage (HV) and a distribution grid at MV and LV 
levels. Due to the large share of generation on the island (both existing and planned) there are several 
interconnection points of the HV grid to the mainland system. In this way, the generation portfolio of the 
island mostly exports energy to the mainland system.  

 

Figure 1: Map of Greece illustrating the location of Evia 

As part of the Greek power system, Evia’s power system is subject to specific development plans with an 
implementation horizon of 8 years. These plans foresee doubling of the renewable energy share. Already, for 
the island very specific development plans regarding WG are well known. On top of that, the energy 
development plans at national level are due to lead to an increase in the installed PVs. Last but not least, a 
significant goal of the development plans foresees the use of a large share of Electric Vehicles (EVs), i.e., 30% 



 

of all existing passenger vehicles, that in combination with the foreseen reduction in the Green-House Gas 
(GHG) emissions (by 56%) render the case of Evia a very interesting scenario towards implementing the GIFT 
solutions.  

It should be pointed out here that despite these unique characteristics, Evia has also significant similarities 
with the pilot sites, rendering the relevant UCs also applicable for the case of Evia. In particular, the operation 
of the distribution grid may result in congestions or surplus of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) energy. Both 
cases constitute very interesting case studies in which the use of flexibilities through GIFT could be 
demonstrated in order to show the benefits of our project’s approach. To this end, the set of UCs examined 
as part of the Scalability and Replicability Analysis for Evia includes the Congestion Management for the 
Distribution System Operator (DSO) and the Local Energy Community (LEC) ones.          

2.2. FAVIGNANA 

The case of Favignana (Figure 2) is substantially different than Evia’s and presents more similarities with the 
pilot site of Procida. In terms of consumption, the island, due to its small size, does not contain any industrial 
consumers and the remaining portfolio presents a substantial seasonality with very high electric consumption 
during summer. It is worth noting that the largest share of energy consumption on the island is due to 
transportation (maritime and local). In terms of generation, the island relies on one central diesel station at 
12 MVA, whereas there is a rather small amount of installed PVs totalling 170 kWp. The electricity grid of the 
island is a typical MV/LV distribution grid. It is also permanently isolated from the mainland system. Despite 
the small share of the installed PVs a much larger share is foreseen as part of the Energy Development Plan 
(EDP) of the island, namely 3.4 MWp that pose specific challenges in the operation of the system, but also 
generate a huge potential towards decarbonising the island’s consumption. The main concern from this large 
share of PVs is the system stability. During periods of high production, the PV power may exceed the 
consumption. If no specific measures are taken, the excess power would lead to blackouts since there is no 
connection to the mainland to allow export. Therefore, a number of measures could in theory be utilised, 
such as curtailment of PVs, storing the excess energy to batteries, etc. The implementation of the GIFT 
solutions is due to provide the optimal usage of this energy for two reasons: firstly, it increases the use of 
excess PV energy (instead of curtailing it) and secondly it synchronizes the consumption with the generation 
in a way that leads to lower usage of the diesel station for electricity. If this consumption is combined to a 
large extent with EVs and other types of electro-mobility the GHG emissions of the island can substantially 
be reduced.  

It is obvious that the main concern in terms of operation for the island is the RES self-consumption and as 
such relevant UCs are assumed. Specifically, the UCs of Islanding Microgrid and Islanded Energy Community 
are considered as the basis for the Scalability and Replicability Analysis for Favignana. It is worth noting that 
similar UCs are also considered for the pilot sites, due to the similarities that the case of Favignana presents 
with the other islands considered in GIFT.    

 

Figure 2: Map of Italy illustrating the location of Favignana   



 

3. USE CASE SIMULATIONS ON THE FOLLOWER ISLANDS 

This chapter presents the results of the simulation tests carried out during this activity. The simulation tests 
regard various scenarios for the two follower islands, with a lot of emphasis on the scenarios with high RES 
share and flexibilities. The simulations are used to validate the selected UCs for the two follower islands 
rather than as proof of concept for the GIFT solutions, and as such, specific approaches are followed in the 
way the sub-systems are modelled. The detailed presentation of the assumptions, modelling, input data and 
simulation environment is given in D9.2 [2], however, for the sake of clarity a brief overview of the approach 
is provided in the following sections as an introductory part to the simulation results’ presentation. 
Moreover, the detailed dataset of the simulation results is presented in the form of an annex (ANNEX 1) at 
the end of this report, whereas, in this chapter only key results are presented.   

3.1. METHODOLOGY 

As shown in D9.2 [2] the simulation scenarios for the two follower islands are oriented in assessing the validity 
of the selected UCs that are more relevant to the islands’ characteristics. The UCs  more relevant for the case 
of Evia are Congestion Management/Avoidance and Local Energy Community (UC ID: FI-1.1 and FI-1.2 as 
presented in D9.4 [3]), while for Favignana the related UCs are Islanded Microgrid and Islanded Local Energy 
Community (UC ID: FI-2.1 and FI-2.2 as presented in D9.4 [3]). The two sets of UCs are used as the core idea 
of the simulation scenarios. As presented in D9.2 the emphasis of the simulations with reference to Smart 
Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) is on the UC replication and scalability, that is the Function Layer. Therefore, 
the main approach followed in the simulation tests is the modification of the flexible prosumers’ profile in a 
way that meets the selected UC goals. For instance, when congestions at the distribution transformer occur 
the flexibilities are deployed in a way that leads to significant reduction of the apparent power flowing 
through the transformer, with subsequent reduction in the energy losses and energy cost. Likewise, when 
RES self-consumption is the main goal of the UC (i.e., in the case of a LEC) the flexibilities are modified in 
order to match the generation profiles. In any case, the modifications in the flexibility profiles are 
implemented manually and in a parametric way in order to investigate the impact of different flexibility 
sectors on the UC. 

It should be pointed out here that the ultimate goal of this analysis is to reveal some potential issues and 
improvement trends with the use of flexibilities rather than as a proof of concept for the GIFT solutions 
themselves. This means that the actual deployment of the GIFT solutions would lead to even better results. 
Despite that, the simulation results of the specific analysis already reveal significant improvements and 
impact on specific aspects of the system operation. 

The following sub-sections summarize the main assumptions for the simulation tests. 

3.1.1. Overview of Simulation Models 

The analytical presentation of the modelling approach for individual GIFT components, prosumers and power 
system is provided in D9.2 [2]. In the present report it is important to illustrate the power system models for 
the two follower islands as an introductory part to the simulation results’ presentation. The specific grid 
diagrams are depicted in Figure 3 through Figure 5. All three diagrams represent the power system of the 
follower islands at present. The specific details about the origin and assumptions related to these models are 
also presented in D9.2 and are out of scope for the present report. What is worth mentioning, however, is 
that for the case of Evia (Figure 3) the average consumption based on the reference model data is 433 kVA. 
In the MV model of Figure 4 the average consumption is 20 times that of the LV grid. Also, the distribution of 
this consumption per sector is based on data and assumptions presented in both D9.1 [1] and D9.2 [2]. 
Furthermore, the average consumption for Favignana’s model (Figure 5) is considered 1.025 MVA. Lastly, it 
is worth presenting the way that these models are used in relation to the previous UCs. Specifically, the LV 
reference grid of Figure 3 is primarily used as the representation of a LEC. In the case of RES self-consumption 
the scenario comes down to a Renewable Energy Community (REC), and this is the main case study for this 
part of the grid. It is possible, however, to have the case of a Citizen Energy Community (CEC), which provides 



 

some services to the local DSO (e.g., congestion management). The latter case is more interesting when the 
consumption of the LV load area is substantially increased as opposed to the RES production.     

 

Figure 3: Illustration of the LV reference grid used for the Evia’s simulations 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of the MV reference grid used for the Evia’s simulations 

The MV area illustrated in Figure 4 consists of a substantial number of LV load areas equivalent to the Figure 
3 system. In addition, this system contains a number of industrial prosumers and the production of a small 
wind farm. The main scope of this case study is the congestion management analysis at the HV/MV 



 

distribution transformer, however the case of RES self-consumption within this area is also considered to be 
very interesting. Last but not least, the MV reference grid of Figure 5 is used to model and examine the two 
UCs related to Favignana, namely Islanded Microgrid and Islanded LEC operation. As a concluding remark, it 
should be mentioned that only the Present State grid models are presented in this sub-section since they 
constitute the basis for all subsequent simulation scenarios. The presentation of the relevant modifications 
is provided in section 3.3.    

 

Figure 5: Illustration of the MV reference grid used for the Favignana’s simulations 

3.1.2. Key Simulation Assumptions 

In order to ensure a more holistic approach and cover as many aspects as possible a number of parameters 
have been considered during the simulation tests. These parameters are used to divide each test into specific 
sub-scenarios, each of which presents particular interest for different reasons. Similarly to the previous 
sections, the detailed presentation of these parameters is given in D9.2 [2]. A brief overview of the most 
crucial parameters is provided here for the sake of clarity of the presented results.  

The first and foremost aspect that is considered in the simulations is the EDP scenario for the two islands. 
These scenarios are derived from data presented in D9.1 [1] and result into three different development 
trends : 

• The Present State (PS) scenario represents the systems’ characteristics as they currently are.  

• The Near Future (NF) scenario corresponds to a rather limited growth of renewables and other 

flexibility sectors (such as electro-mobility) on the two islands.  

• As opposed to the NF scenario, the Green revolution (GR) scenario corresponds to a larger growth 

of renewables and flexibilities while it is closer to the actual EDP goals set for the two islands by the 

respective countries. Hence, the GR scenario is the most interesting one.  

From the three cases the NF and GR ones are tested not only with the deployment of flexibilities but also as 
benchmarking scenarios for comparison reasons. 



 

Another important characteristic in the energy profiling of the two follower islands that was deduced from 
the data in D9.1 is the seasonality that affects the energy consumption of the islands. To this end, all four 
seasons were included in the analysis and the simulation tests. 

Concerning the input/output data, a time resolution of 15 min was considered for all tests with a total 
duration for each test at 1 week. This results in clearer understanding of the impact that flexibilities have on 
aspects like RES self-consumption during the day or throughout a whole week. Since the duration of each 
simulation test is rather prolonged, a quasi-static (i.e., power flow) analysis is considered, namely no 
frequency or voltage dynamics are analysed and recorded during the tests. 

The following tables (Table 1 - Table 3) summarise the examined tests with reference to the most important 
parameters/assumptions.  

 Table 1: Overview of benchmarking tests for both follower islands 

Scenario Evia Favignana 

LV MV MV 

Present State (PS) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Near Future (NF) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Green Revolution (GR) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

Table 2: Case study of Evia and sub-scenario combinations-GIFT flexibilities tests 

Scenario RES energy  

self-consumption 

RES energy  

import  

Congestion 
Management (DSO) 

LV (LEC) MV (BRP) LV (LEC) MV (BRP) LV MV 

Present State (PS)       

Near Future (NF) ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 

Green Revolution (GR) ✓ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 

 

Table 3: Case study of Favignana and sub-scenario combinations-GIFT flexibilities tests 

Scenario RES self-consumption 
(LEC/Islanded microgrid) 

Congestion Management 
(DSO/Islanded microgrid) 

Present State (PS)   

Near Future (NF) ✓ ✓ 

Green Revolution (GR) ✓  



 

 

3.2. SIMULATION TOOLS 

According to D9.2 [2] the environment for modelling and testing the selected UCs is Matlab/SIMULINKTM. 
Even though the power flow analysis can be carried out with a wealth of simulation tools, the selected 
environment presents some advantages such as faster model building (as opposed to other, code-based 
tools) and flexibility in modifying and reusing components and parts of the system. Particularly, the use of 
SIMULINK, that is very beneficial when modelling the GIFT storage solutions as well as EVs, is considered. This 
is due to the fact that it allows for an easy implementation of integrators and other logical operators used 
for modelling the State-of-Charge (SOC) and Battery Management System (BMS) of these components (as 
opposed to other platforms). In addition, the same models developed for the power flow analysis can be 
reused for dynamics analyses when necessary with only small modifications. Despite that, the dynamics 
analysis of the follower islands’ power systems is considered to be out of scope for this study.     

3.3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

This section presents the simulation results divided into benchmarking and results with GIFT flexibilities 
implementation. The benchmarking data regard all possible development scenarios and seasons in order to: 

• help identify potential issues that should be tackled with the use of flexibilities, 

• provide reference datasets for evaluating the implementation of flexibilities. 

The flexibilities’ implementation data, on the other hand, regard only the NF and GR scenarios. In the 
following sub-sections the main outcomes of these tests are presented, whereas the detailed presentation 
of results is given in ANNEX 1.  

3.3.1. Benchmarking data 

This part of the analysis (also summarised in Table 1) covers the test results without the use of flexibilities, 
but in a wide range of scenarios. The results below are divided into sub-sections, each of them is linked to 
one of the follower islands. 

 

3.3.1.1. Benchmarking results regarding Evia 

For the case of Evia, in the benchmarking simulations all three energy development scenarios, two voltage 
levels and all four seasons are considered. The PS scenario is used only for benchmarking purposes and no 
implementation of GIFT flexibilities is considered in the specific batch of tests because the amount of RES 
and flexibilities are rather limited. Nevertheless, the specific tests are useful to draw some conclusions 
regarding trends and potential problems when more RES energy and flexibilities are incorporated into the 
system.  

In particular, the simulation tests for the LV grid begin from the PS scenario and are conducted considering 
two levels of load. One is light loading of the system, whereas the second level considers twice as high load. 
Also, four different seasons are investigated. The combination of load levels and seasonality leads to a more 
thorough investigation that covers all possible load variations. This is useful because depending on the 
loading conditions, different goals may be pursued with the use of the GIFT setup. For instance, low 
consumption may lead to surplus of RES energy that could properly be tackled with the self-consumption 
within a LEC. A heavy load, on the other hand, may result in necessity for load levelling in order to avoid line 
congestions. The distinction between the two loading conditions is made considering a parameter called 
‘Loading Factor’. The grid model used in the specific batch of tests is the one presented in D9.2 [2] and shown 
in Figure 3. This LV system includes 80 buildings of both residential and tertiary (commercial and public) use 
and a number of small roof-mounted PVs, as well as a larger PV plant (60 kW) connected to the LV side of 
the distribution transformer. The detailed results considering these tests and presented in more detail in 
ANNEX 1, section 8.1.1  and describe the voltage level at the end of each distribution line, the voltage level 



 

at the output of the transformer, the active power flow through each line, the active (P), reactive (Q) and 
apparent (S) power at the transformer’s output, as well as the Load Duration Curve (LDC, illustrating the 
percentage of total observed time during which the load was equal or higher than the one presented on the 
ordinate) of the apparent power. 

 

Figure 6: Benchmarking results for Evia, PS scenario, LV, summer and increased loading conditions: voltage profiles 
(left) and LDC (right) 

The benchmarking results for one sub-case of the specific scenario are illustrated in Figure 6. Close inspection 
of the results for all four seasons reveals the following points: 

• In terms of voltage variations, even at the heaviest load conditions, the voltage remains well within 
the acceptable operating limits, namely +15% and -20%. Even in the case of the heaviest load 
conditions the maximum voltage drop is always kept below 10%. 

• Concerning the capacity of lines/transformer, it should be noted that during summer, when the load 
is rather high, 70% of the distribution transformer capacity is used. Even though the capacity usage 
in on the safe side, it would not allow for significant increase in the consumption portfolio, with the 
addition of other consumers such as EVs. Therefore, the flexibility management approach provided 
by GIFT towards levelling the load is considered very useful in order to minimize the risks of 
transformer overloading and power outages as well as to reduce the energy losses. 

• During periods of low load, on the other hand, and if a much higher RES penetration is considered, 
the utilisation of the latter RES energy requires an optimized approach. This approach entails 
modification, namely shift of load during RES peaks in order to exploit the RES energy locally and 
thus, reduce the CO2 emissions. This is another interesting case where management of flexibilities 
through the GIFT solutions can be largely beneficial. 

For the same voltage level and the NF scenario the model presented in Figure 7 is used, without the storage 
solutions (HBr, SEH) and flexibilities by the relevant prosumers. The power system in this scenario is an 
extension of the system in Figure 3. The additional elements in the NF scenario include PV units electrically 
connected near the buildings as part of roof-mounted PVs, and one large PV plant connected to the LV side 
of the distribution transformer. All in all, these PVs amount to 150 kWp. In the consumption portfolio, on the 
other hand, the additional prosumers considered are 12 EVs of approximately 38 kW peak consumption. The 
operation of these EVs is divided into two complementary groups. One represents the individual charging 
points connected to residences, mainly operating during night hours, whereas the second group is connected 
to charging stations at tertiary buildings, and are used for recharging mostly during daylight hours. 



 

 

Figure 7: Evia LV reference grid with the implementation of GIFT solutions 

 

The benchmarking results are presented in more detail in ANNEX 1, section 8.2.1 in the form of active (P), 
reactive (Q) and apparent (S) power diagrams over time. As an example, the results related to LV side of the 
distribution transformer during the summer are shown in Figure 8. In order to have a better overview of the 
specific profiles, the LDC for the apparent power is drawn in a separate diagram.  

The close inspection of these diagrams reveals the following particularities: 

• The active power at the output of the transformer is always positive (from MV to LV side). This means 
that even under light loading conditions, the whole RES generated is consumed locally without the 
need of adjusting the consumption profile. Therefore, the use of the GIFT solution would not have 
any impact on this scenario. The self-consumption of RES, however, can be extended in an approach 
that includes importing RES energy from the upstream MV network. This is a valid hypothesis 
considering that the adjacent MV grid accommodates a larger-scale portfolio of renewables, 
especially WG. The profile of the WG production is very stochastic, resulting in spells within which 
generation is high and consumption low. The idea examined in the following subsections is the use 
of flexibilities through GIFT in order to exploit specific amounts of imported RES energy from the MV 
grid, instead of allowing the export of the latter to the HV transmission system and, consequently, to 
the mainland. In other words, the GIFT solutions can facilitate the consumption of locally generated 
renewable energy on the island by LECs, even when the energy is not produced within the LEC itself.  

• The apparent power flow and especially the LDCs show that a significant amount of the transformer’s 
capacity is used, especially under heavy loading conditions (e.g., in summer it is up to 76%). This 
means that the utilisation and management of flexibilities via the GIFT solutions may result in 
significant improvement in terms of loss reduction and operational security. 



 

 

Figure 8: Benchmarking results for Evia, NF scenario, LV, summer and increased loading conditions: power 
profiles (left) and LDC (right) 

The right-diagram model of Figure 7 is used for the analysis of the GR scenario, without the storage solutions 
and flexibilities by the relevant prosumers. The power system in this scenario is an upgraded version of the 
system in Figure 3. The additional elements in the GR scenario include extra PV units connected near the 
buildings, as part of roof-mounted PVs, and three large PV plants connected to the LV side of the distribution 
transformer. All in all, these PVs amount to 300 kWp. In the consumption portfolio, on the other hand, the 
additional prosumers considered are 62 EVs of approximately 576 kW combined peak consumption. The 
operation of these EVs for the NF scenario is divided into two complementary groups.  

Analytical benchmarking results in the form of active, reactive and apparent power diagrams over time are 
provided in ANNEX 1, section 8.3.1. Figure 9 illustrates the indicative results of power consumption in 
conjunction with the LDC at the LV side of the distribution transformer.  

 

Figure 9: Benchmarking results for Evia, GR scenario, LV, summer and increased loading conditions: power profiles 
(left) and LDC (right) 

All in all, two main issues that can be identified by the inspection of the detail results: 

• Increased apparent power at the distribution transformer especially during summer necessitates the 
use of the GIFT flexibility management in order to reduce the level of congestion and subsequently 
the energy losses. 

• In addition to the congestion issues, during periods with rather low consumption a substantial 
surplus of renewable energy locally generated within the LV load area is observed. In this case the 
use of flexibilities could lead to substantial benefits in terms of RES self-consumption and subsequent 
reduction in the CO2 emissions. This scenario is fully in line with the character and goals of RECs.  

Following the same assumptions as in the LV case, for the MV scenario two levels of load for four different 
seasons are investigated. This is done for the same reasons, that is, analysis of potential issues related to 
lines/transformers power congestion and possibility of better exploitation of the local RES generation. 
Starting from the PS scenario the simulation model of the power system used in this case is shown in Figure 



 

4. In a nutshell, this model consists of 14 LV load areas (indicated as cells) equivalent to the one illustrated in 
Figure 3, six industrial prosumers, one 78 kW PV plant, and last but not least, one WG system at 3 MW. The 
system is interconnected to the HV transmission grid via one HV/MV distribution transformer at 20 MVA 
nominal power. 

The detailed results for this case regard the voltage level at various points of the grid (transformer output,  
middle of the line, end of the line), as well as the total power (P, Q, S) at the output of the transformer. These 
results are shown in ANNEX 1, section8.1.2. In Figure 10 indicative results for one sub-case are illustrated. 

The analysis of the resulting data shows that there is some substantial variability of consumption due to 
seasonality, while the combination of renewable energy leads to two distinct cases that are very interesting 
and subject to improvement: 

• The congestion level at the output of the HV/MV distribution transformer becomes significant on 
specific occasions such as during summer. Indicatively, the used capacity of the transformer reaches 
approximately 95% of its nominal value, which makes it difficult to introduce additional consumers 
(e.g., EVs). In this case, the management of consumption flexibilities through GIFT may result in 
significant improvement in the operation, by means of load levelling and congestion reduction. 

• The low consumption during specific periods leads to export of renewable energy from the MV to 
the HV transmission grid. This is another situation that is subject to improvement with implementing 
GIFT, in which case it would lead to a better local exploitation of up to 100% of the RES energy for 
the local consumption needs.    

 

Figure 10: Benchmarking results for Evia, PS scenario, MV, summer and increased loading conditions: voltage 
profiles (left) and LDC  (right) 

The NF scenario is also examined for the MV case of Evia. This scenario addresses the power system 
presented on Figure 11. As opposed to the present day scenario shown in Figure 4, the NF scenario includes 
two PVs at MV level that add up to 234 kW as well as a larger share of WG (3.75 MW). In terms of prosumers, 
there is a large EV charging station with multiple charging points totalling to 1 MVA.   

 

Figure 11: Evia MV reference grid for the scenario of Near Future 

The results for this case study are shown in more detail in ANNEX 1, section 8.2.3. which illustrate the voltage 
variations at three different points of the MV grid, the active (P), reactive (Q), and apparent (S) power that 



 

the distribution transformer supplies to the MV grid, as well as the LDC for each of the four seasons and for 
either loading factor. The results highlight again the operating conditions that lead to either high degree of 
congestion on the HV/MV transformer or reverse power flows, due to surplus of RES energy that is not 
consumed locally. The diagrams of  Figure 12 illustrate an example of this latter case. It is evident that the 
use of flexibilities via the GIFT setup could lead to substantial improvements in both of these aspects. 

 

  Figure 12: Benchmarking results for Evia, NF scenario, MV, spring and light loading conditions: power profiles (left) 
and LDC (right) 

Last but not least, for the case of Evia at MV level, the GR scenario is also investigated.  This scenario 
addresses the power system of Figure 13. As opposed to the PS  scenario shown in Figure 4, the GR scenario 
includes three large PVs at MV level that total to 702 kW as well as a larger share of WG (5.25 MW). In terms 
of prosumers, there are three large EV charging stations with multiple charging points totalling to 3 MVA.   

 

Figure 13: Evia MV reference grid for the scenario Green Revolution 

Two distinct characteristics that can be noticed in these results (shown in detail in ANNEX 1, 8.3.3) are the 
reverse power flows at the HV/MV distribution transformer due to the surplus of renewable energy as well 
as the high peak power consumption, which often exceeds the maximum transformer capacity. These results 
fully justify the selection of UCs related to self-consumption and congestion management even for the case 
of the MV grid. Indicative results are illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

  Figure 14: Benchmarking results for Evia, GR scenario and MV: power profiles for winter and light loading (left) and 
LDC for summer and increased loading conditions(right) 



 

 

3.3.1.2. Benchmarking results regarding Favignana 

For the case of Favignana, in the benchmarking simulations all three energy development scenarios and all 
four seasons are considered. The specific case, however, is focused only on the MV part of the grid. Similarly 
to Evia, the PS scenario is used only for benchmarking purposes and no implementation of GIFT flexibilities 
is considered in the specific batch of tests because the amount of RES and flexibilities are rather limited. 
Nevertheless, the specific tests are useful to draw useful conclusions regarding trends and potential problems 
when more RES energy and flexibilities are incorporated into the system. Also, unlike Evia, in this case only 
one loading factor is used since the data considered are based on actual consumption profiles on the island. 
Therefore, the uncertainty in the consumption variability is rather limited. The simulation tests are based on 
the model shown in Figure 5. This model is based on the CIGRE MV reference grid with appropriate 
modifications to represent a radial topology. It includes one 12 MVA Diesel station, which is, presently, the 
main supplier of the island, and a number of small distributed PV systems amounting to the total installed 
capacity of 140 kWp. The results for this scenario concern the voltage variations at each MV node of the 
system, active (P), reactive (Q) , and apparent (S) power over time and distribution of apparent power. The 
results are shown in detailed diagrams in ANNEX 1, section 8.4. Some indicative results, however, are also 
presented in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15: Benchmarking results for Favignana, PS scenario, MV and summer: voltage profiles (left) and LDC (right) 

According to these results the following conclusions may be drawn: 

• The voltage variations are well within acceptable operating limits. As such, no significant 
improvement could be achieved on the present-day scenario by implementing the GIFT flexibilities. 

• The RES (i.e., PV) production is only a small share of the island’s energy prortfolio. Therefore, the 
electricity consumption suffices to exploit the local RES generation continuously without special 
measures. However, this is not the case for the foreseen growth in RES generation of the island. 
Particularly, with the foreseen 3.4 MW of PVs in the GR scenario, a necessity for balancing RES 
production and consumption arises. The implementation of GIFT in this case would provide 
significant benefits including: 100% exploitation of RES energy without the need for dumping extra 
energy, subsequent reduction in the diesel generation and, last but not least, more favourable grid 
stability conditions (even though the detailed simulation analysis of the latter part is out of scope for 
our study). 

In terms of congestion management, it is evident that there are some significant load peaks that could lead 
to high usage of lines’ capacities. Even though the exact line capacities for the actual system are unknown, 
the comparative analysis of the lines’ loading with and without GIFT can show the benefits provided by GIFT 
solutions.    

The NF scenario for Favignana takes into consideration the power system model of Figure 16Figure 18. This 
model utilizes the same grid topology with the present day scenario, with some upgrades in terms of the 
installed PV capacity (567 kW) and the presence of one EV charging station at 1 MVA.  



 

 

Figure 16: Favignana MV reference grid with the implementation of GIFT 

The results for this scenario are shown in detail in ANNEX 1, section 8.5. Some indicative results are also 
shown in Figure 17. Based on the specific results, it is clear that for the NF scenario the congestion 
management (or load levelling) is a more important case than the RES self-consumption since the latter is 
still rather limited and does not lead to significant consequences in the system operation. 

 

Figure 17: Benchmarking results for Favignana, NF scenario, MV and autumn: voltage profiles (left) and LDC (right) 

 

The last benchmarking scenario examined is the Favignana MV case for GR scenario. This is the most 
interesting scenario for Favignana since the energy development plans for the island predict the specific 
increase in the amount of installed RES. For the analysis of this scenario the topology of Figure 18 is used. 
This model utilizes the same grid topology with the present-day scenario, with a large share of installed PVs 
(3400 kW) and two EV charging stations at 1 MVA each.  



 

 

Figure 18: Favignana MV reference grid with the implementation of GIFT 

The results for this scenario are shown in ANNEX 1, section  8.6 and the most important outcomes are the 
reverse power flows and the high load peaks, both in line with the issues regarding Evia and the selected UCs. 
The most crucial issue that the benchmarking data reveal are the very high reverse power flows due to the 
large share of PV production. These power flows would lead to stability issues if not tackled properly and 
special measures such as curtailment of the excess PV power should be followed as the most obvious 
solution. However, this curtailment would lead to increasingly sub-optimal exploitation of the RES potential 
since a large amount of RES energy is lost and when the demand is increased, the difference is covered by 
the Diesel station, which inevitably produces GHG. With the use of GIFT flexibilities, however, it is possible 
to exploit this surplus of energy as can be seen in the next section leading to substantial usage of the Diesel 
station. Some indicative results are shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Benchmarking results for Favignana, GR scenario, MV and winter: voltage profiles (left) and power 
profiles (right) 

3.3.2. Test results with the implementation of GIFT flexibilities  

In this part of the analysis, the use of flexibilities is considered as part of the simulation scenarios with a view 
to improving the operational characteristics of the follower islands. To this end, the scenarios summarised in 
Table 2 and Table 3 are investigated and the results are presented in the following sub-sections. 

3.3.2.1. Test results regarding Evia 



 

For the follower island of Evia the two voltage levels, namely LV and MV, are investigated as separate cases 
for two different development scenarios (NF and GR) and with different goals. The latter goals include either 
congestion management or RES self-consumption. The detailed list of all examined scenarios is provided in 
Table 2. 

Beginning with the LV grid of the island (power system model shown in Figure 7) the first scenario examined 
is the NF one. The additional element as opposed to the benchmarking scenario is the use of two storage 
units, one of each storage solution proposed in the project. Specifically, one unit is an HBr flow battery at 50 
kW peak power and 250 kWh maximum energy capacity, while the other one is a Smart Energy Hub (SEH) 
unit at 65 kW peak electric power that combines the capacities of a 50 kWh battery bank and a 50 kg tank 
for H2 storage. The reason behind combining the two storage solutions are the different operating 
characteristics that enable their combination to be used at multiple time scales.  For instance, the Li-ion 
battery of the SEH allows fast flexibilities. The HBr operation, on the other hand, is ideal for medium to long-
term operation. Finally, the Fuel Cell (FC) unit of the SEH is ideal for long-term operation. Furthermore, the 
location of the storage units is properly selected in order to reduce the power stress on the distribution grid. 
This is mainly done because of the peak power of the two systems, which when combined, leads to a 
substantially high power consumption that allows their interconnection only at the strongest point of the 
grid, namely the transformer output. 

Apart from the flexibilities provided by the two storage units, in this scenario flexibilities by the EVs connected 
to different points of the grid are also considered. It is worth noting that the maximum flexibility potential 
for this scenario is much larger since other sectors such as residential and tertiary building consumers could 
also be used. Nevertheless, these prosumers are excluded from the portfolio of this scenario for two reasons: 

• Based on the Energy Development Plans for Evia, storage solutions and EVs are the top two 
priorities. Even though flexibilities by other prosumers are not excluded, they are, nevertheless, not 
explicitly included in the development plans for the next 8 years. Thus, in order to adjust our 
simulations to the actual EDP, the use of other prosumers are not taken into account in all scenarios, 
but considered as future possibilities for even better results.  

• The second reason is that flexibilities from the portfolio of storage and EVs turn out to be sufficient 
enough to lead to significantly improved operation over the benchmarking scenario. Since the scope 
of these simulations is to highlight specific trends and not to identify the optimal operation portfolio, 
the information provided by the simulation tests serves its purpose without the inclusion of other 
flexibility sectors.   

LV/NF/Congestion management: An important case study that is used to highlight the benefits of 
implementing the GIFT solutions/flexibilities on the system is the management of congestions at the 
distribution transformer. This scenario is based on the premise that seasonality in consumption could lead to 
specific time periods when the peak power at the LV side of the transformer is high. This effect is intensified 
during summer and when there is no local production from the RES, i.e., the photovoltaics, which is the case 
during evening hours. The capacity usage problem can also be deteriorated when the presence of EVs is 
considered in the system, as can be seen in Figure 8.     

In order to better illustrate the improved operation under this case study, the benchmarking scenario is the 
summer LDC for heavy loading (Figure 8), which shows a variation of the total apparent power between 320 
and 780 kVA. With this LDC as reference scenario three separate sub-cases are investigated: 

• HBr and SEH flexibilities,  

• HBr and SEH flexibilities with reactive power control, 

• HBr and SEH flexibilities with reactive power control and EV flexibilities. 

The results for each sub-case are shown separately as well as in a combined diagram. Each sub-case above is 
an extension of the previous one. That means that, starting with the active power/energy flexibilities from 
the two storage units, additional flexibilities are tested including reactive power compensation and, in the 
latter case, energy consumption shift from the EVs. The detailed results for this scenario are presented in 



 

ANNEX 1, section 8.2.2.1 and illustrate the reduction of power fluctuations as opposed to the reference 
scenario. This is an expected outcome since the scope of the flexibilities management in all three sub-cases 
is the levelling of the apparent power. The contribution of each flexibility part in the improvement is better 
illustrated in Figure 20. As can be seen, the peak power in the first sub-case is reduced from 760 kVA to 701 
kVA (-7.8%) solely by using the active power flexibilities of the two storage units. If this operation is combined 
with reactive power compensation the achieved reduction is even higher (687 kVA corresponding to -9.6%). 
The situation becomes even more improved when flexibilities from the EVs are considered. In this case the 
peak power is no higher than 660 kVA (reduction of -13.15%). It is obvious that for this scenario the achieved 
peak reduction of the apparent power is not extremely high. However, the test indicates that much better 
results in terms of congestion management can be achieved by adding even more flexibilities from the same 
prosumers (e.g., larger fleet of EVs, larger storage capacities) or even flexibilities from other sectors such as 
buildings. A more prominent reduction in the congestion of the transformer is expected, therefore, in the GR 
scenario where the number of prosumers that provide flexibilities is substantially higher. 

  

  

Figure 20: LDC variation for each of the three sub-cases: storage flexibilities (P only), storage flexibilities (P+Q) 
and Storage flexibilities (P+Q) + EVs 

LV/NF/RES self-consumption: Another important use of flexibilities in the LV scenario is the increase of the 
RES self-consumption. Normally, in a scenario with a high amount of RES within the specific load area (e.g., 
LEC) there will be intervals with higher generation than consumption. In the specific case, however, a close 
examination of the NF benchmark results reveals that the load consumption is always higher than the 
instantaneous power generated by the PVs. As a result, no specific flexibility management actions towards 
RES self-consumption would be required. However, the LV load area of the scenario could be seen as part of 
the larger MV area (Figure 21), which contains a large share of WG. In this case, there is another interesting 
case study which involves the self-consumption of RES generated at the MV grid that is adjacent to the LV 
load area. The latter self-consumption could be observed at MV level to maximize the amount of renewables 
consumed locally. In this way, a better decarbonisation of the island can be achieved.  



 

In this scenario a significant portion of the RES energy produced at MV is considered as imported power to 
the LV load area. In this case the flexibility management goal is to absorb and use as much of this RES energy 
as possible, thus eliminating its export. Apparently, this scenario is more interesting during periods of low 
consumption and high RES production such as during winter, because for these seasons the consumption is 
reduced. Thus, winter and spring scenarios with light loading are selected as the most representative ones 
for the evaluation of the results. However, all possible subcases are pretty much examined.  

The winter case is shown in ANNEX 1, section 8.2.2.2,8.2.2.2 whereas Figure 21 illustrates the results for 
spring. The top diagrams illustrate the net power consumption of the LV load area, namely the actual 
consumption minus the local PV production, in conjunction with the RES power from the MV level. For the 
sake of simplicity, the RES generation is considered only as exclusively coming from wind generation, since 
the remaining PV power at MV level is rather small in comparison. The bottom diagram of Figure 21 shows 
the imbalance profiles for the two sub-cases. The aim of the flexibility management in this scenario is to 
eliminate the positive imbalances, which result in export of RES energy to the mainland system. Even though 
the management cannot fully eliminate the positive parts of imbalance, it nevertheless manages to 
significantly reduce the exported RES power as the diagram suggests. Comparing the total energy exported 
in the benchmark scenario as opposed to the exported energy with the GIFT implementation, the former is 
approximately 2.47 MWh whereas the latter is a mere 0.41 MWh, that is a reduction of -83.3% 
(approximately one sixth) of the original value. Similarly, for the winter scenario the results show an overall 
reduction in the exported RES energy from 2.62 MWh in the benchmarking scenario to 0.44 MWh in the GIFT 
implementation scenario, that is a reduction of -83.2%of the original value. 

The second batch of simulation tests regards the MV system of Evia. For this purpose, the power system 
model shown in Figure 11 and Figure 13 are used. In this case a portfolio of flexibilities and prosumers is 
deployed to achieve either of the following two goals: 

  

 

Figure 21: Consumption, generation and imbalance profiles for spring and light load 



 

• Congestion management at the distribution transformer, 

• RES energy self consumption.  

Similarly to the LV case, the two storage solutions are the first type of flexibility providers that is tested. The 
flexibility provision from these prosumers is firstly considered on active (P) and secondly on reactive (Q) 
power. For the needs of the specific tests, each LV load area and industrial prosumer is equipped with one 
HBr flow battery at 50 kW/250 kWh and one SEH at 65 kW/50 kWh and 50 kg of H2. In total 40 components 
of the two solutions are considered for the tests. In addition to the storage units, the flexibilities of the EV 
charging stations and the industrial prosumers are considered.  

MV/NF/Congestion management: Using the abovementioned portfolio of flexibilities to manage the loading 
of the transformer the results presented in ANNEX 1, section 8.2.4.1 are derived. A part of these results is 
also shown in Figure 22. These results are achieved by overlaying each sector’s flexibilities on top of the 
previous ones. The results show a significant improvement when the extended flexibilities portfolio is used, 
which includes storage components, EVs and industrial prosumers. It is worth noting that only with the use 
of this rather limited portfolio of flexibilities a reduction of 15.8% (from 19.64 MVA to 16.54 MVA) is achieved. 
It is also worth noting that in the first subcase (Stor. P), the rather small impact of flexibilities on the 
congestion management is due to the small capacity of the selected storage units. This is combined with the 
randomly selected initial SOC and, of course, the less precise scheduling accuracy. 

 

Figure 22: LDC curve variation for each of the four sub-cases: storage flexibilities (P), storage flexibilities (P+Q), 
storage flexibilities (P+Q) +  EVs, and storage flexibilities (P+Q) + EVs + industrial prosumers 

MV/NF/RES self-consumption: When it comes to RES self-consumption, the test regards a period of low 
loading and high RES generation. The case of importing additional RES energy from the transmission grid is 
not examined even though it is a plausible one since sizeable amount or WG power could be transferred 
within the island through its transmission system. For the specific season (winter) the results are shown in 
Figure 23. The surplus of RES (particularly WG power) leads to a reverse flow of active power to the grid, 
which is prevented with the use of GIFT flexibilities. The reference injection of active power to the 
transmission grid for this scenario is 11 MW. This amount of energy is fully exploited locally with the use of 
GIFT for managing the flexibilities.  



 

 

Figure 23: Power profiles for winter and light load 

The next step in the analysis of Evia involves the GR scenario, that is, the most optimistic approach regarding 
the development of RES, electro-mobility and flexibilities on the island based on the EDP. This batch of tests 
is also divided into LV and MV, while the two main objectives are the congestion management and RES self-
consumption.  As far as LV goes, the power system considered in this scenario is depicted in Figure 7. This 
model is also based on the benchmarking configuration for the PS scenario with the addition of two storage 
units from the two solution providers proposed in GIFT. One is an HBr flow battery, whose parameters are 
selected within a range between 50 kW and 150 kW peak power and 250 kWh and 750 kWh maximum 
storage capacity, depending on the simulation test. The other unit is a SEH at 65 kW peak electric power, that 
combines the capacities of a 50 kWh battery bank and a 50 kg tank for H2 storage. As explained earlier, the 
reason behind combining the two storage solutions is the different operating characteristics that enable 
them to be used at different time scales. In addition, due to the nominal power of the two units the LV side 
of the distribution transformer is selected as the connection point to the grid.  

LV/GR/Congestion management: For the same reasons described above for the NF scenario, the use of 
flexibilities in order to reduce the congestion at the transformer is a very interesting case. The assumption of 
the GR scenario makes this case even more interesting because a much larger share of EVs is used in the 
system, which has two consequences: a) the peak consumption may substantially increase when PV 
production is not available and b) there is a much higher flexibility potential from those prosumers as 
opposed to the NF scenario.  

In order to better illustrate the improved operation under this case study, the benchmarking scenario is the 
summer load duration curve for heavy loading (Figure 9), which shows a variation of the total apparent power 
between 267 and 911 kVA. With this load duration curve as reference three separate sub-cases are 
investigated: 

• HBr (50 kW/250 kWh)  and SEH flexibilities (Case 1) 

• HBr (150 kW/750 kWh) and SEH flexibilities (Case 2) 

• HBr (150 kW/750 kWh) and SEH flexibilities with EV flexibilities (Case 3) 

The results for each sub-case are shown separately as well as in a combined diagram. It should be noted that 
each sub-case above is an extension of the previous one. The instantaneous variations of the power flows 
are shown in detailed diagrams in ANNEX 1, section 8.3.2.1. These results illustrate a substantial reduction in 
the power fluctuations as opposed to the reference scenario. This is an expected outcome since the scope of 



 

the flexibilities management in all three sub-cases is the levelling of the apparent power. The contribution of 
each flexibility part in the improvement is better illustrated in Figure 24. As can be seen, the peak power in 
the first sub-case (Case 1) is reduced from 911 kVA to 856 kVA (-6.0%) only by using the active power 
flexibilities of the two storage units. If a larger HBr unit is used (Case 2) the resulting reduction is even higher 
(to 757 kVA corresponding to -16.9%). The situation becomes even more favourable when flexibilities from 
the EVs of the scenario are considered. In this case the peak power is 704 kVA (reduction of -22.7%). It is 
obvious that for this scenario the peak reduction of the apparent power is not much, however, the test 
indicates that a much better result in terms of congestion management can be achieved by adding even more 
flexibilities from the same prosumers (e.g., larger storage capacities) or even flexibilities from other sectors 
such as buildings. 

  

  

Figure 24: LDC variation for each of the three sub-cases: storage flexibilities (Case 1), storage flexibilities (Case 2) 
and with Storage flexibilities and EVs (Case 3) 

LV/GR/RES self-consumption: Another important use of flexibilities in the LV scenario is the increase of the 
RES self-consumption. Normally, in a scenario with a high amount of RES within the specific load area there 
will be intervals when the generation exceeds consumption. In the GR scenario there are specific seasons 
and periods within which there is a significant surplus of PV power. The objective of managing flexibilities in 
such a case is to exploit the RES energy locally at its maximum (100%). The results for this test are presented 
in  Figure 25 for the case of spring and light load. As can be seen, without the use of flexibilities an amount 
of 942 kWh is injected to the MV distribution grid. This amount is fully exploited locally with the use of 
flexibilities from two storage units (HBr: 150 kW/750 kWh and SEH flexibilities).  



 

 

 Figure 25: Imbalance profiles for spring and light load considering only the LV PVs 

The amount of excess PV energy is rather small because of the load profile considered in this scenario. The 
case becomes substantially more interesting when some WG energy imported from the adjacent MV grid is 
also considered. Therefore, the LV load area of the scenario should be seen as part of the larger MV area 
(Figure 11 and Figure 13), which contains a large share of WG. In order to implement this scenario to the LV 
grid, a portion of the RES energy produced at MV is considered. In this case the flexibility management goal 
is to eliminate the export of energy coming from the specific RES portion. Apparently, this scenario is more 
interesting during periods of low consumption and high RES production such us in spring. Thus, the spring 
scenario with light loading is selected as the most representative one for the evaluation of the results. 
However, all possible subcases are examined.  

The spring case results are shown in detailed diagrams in ANNEX 1, section 8.3.2.2. The diagrams in Figure 
26 below illustrate the net power consumption of the LV load area, namely the actual consumption minus 
the local PV production, in conjunction with the RES power from the MV. The results represent the 3 cases 
of flexibilities used in the congestion management tests. For the sake of simplicity, the imported RES energy 
is considered as purely WG, since the remaining PV power at MV level is rather small. A close inspection of 
the imbalance diagrams in ANNEX 1 shows that, even though the positive parts of the imbalances cannot be 
fully eradicated, there is still a significant reduction in the exported RES power. Comparing the total energy 
exported in the benchmark scenario as opposed to the exported energy with the GIFT implementation, the 
former is approximately 9.36 MWh whereas for Case 1-3 the corresponding values are 8.40 MWh, 6.30 MWh 
and 5.84 MWh respectively, representing a decrease in the exported energy by 37.6%.  

A similar batch of simulation tests is also conducted for the MV system of Evia and the GR scenario. The goals 
in these tests are the same, namely congestion management and RES self-consumption within the MV load 
area. In terms of flexibilities, similarly to the LV case, the two storage solutions are the first type of flexibility 
providers that is tested. The flexibility provision from these prosumers is considered firstly on active (P) and 
secondly on reactive (Q) power. For the needs of the specific tests, each LV load area and industrial prosumer 
is equipped with one HBr flow battery at 50 kW/250 kWh and one SEH at 65 kW/50 kWh and 50 kg of H2. In 
total 20 components of each technology are considered for the tests. In addition to the storage units, the 
flexibilities of the EV charging stations and industrial prosumers are considered.  



 

MV/GR/Congestion management: Using the abovementioned portfolio of flexibilities to manage the loading 
of the transformer, specific tests are conducted. The results for these tests are shown in detail in ANNEX 1, 
section 8.3.4.1. In the specific batch of tests five cases are investigated as listed below: 

• Case 1: Flexibilities provided by storage units (active and reactive power), 

• Case 2: Flexibilities provided by EVs, 

• Case 3: Combined flexibilities by storage units and EVs,  

• Case 4: Combined flexibilities by storage units and industrial prosumers, 

• Case 5: Combined flexibilities by storage units, industrial prosumers and EVs.  

The most representative results are shown in Figure 27. The results show a significant improvement when 
the extended flexibilities portfolio is used, which includes storage components, EVs and industrial prosumers. 
It is worth noting that only with the use of this rather limited portfolio of flexibilities a reduction of -19.0% 
(from 20.48 MVA to 16.59 MVA) is achieved. It is also worth noting that the case with the smallest impact is 
Case 2 due to the fact that from all the EVs connected to the charging stations only a small portion can provide 
substantial flexibilities for the specific scenario. 

MV/GR/RES self-consumption: When it comes to RES self-consumption, the tests regard a period of low 
loading and high RES generation. For the selected season (spring) the results are shown in Figure 28. The 
surplus of RES (particularly the WG power) leads to a reverse flow of active power to the grid, which is 
prevented with the use of flexibilities managed via the GIFT solutions. The reference injection of active power 
to the transmission grid for this scenario is 18 MWh. This amount of energy is fully exploited locally with the 
use of GIFT for managing the flexibilities since only 683 kWh are injected to the grid. It should be noted that 
this result is achieved by only using the flexibilities of the storage components. That means that a much 
higher amount of RES energy could be accommodated and used either locally or imported if more flexibilities 
were implemented. A similar exploitation is observed for the winter scenario (diagram in ANNEX 1, section 

  

  

Figure 26: Consumption and generation profiles for spring and light load 



 

8.3.4.2 where, as opposed to the reference scenario with a surplus of RES energy amounting to 27.98 MWh 
the flexibilities suffice to drop the loss of energy to 1.84 MWh (-95.6% reduction of the reference value). 

 

 

Figure 27: LDC for five different cases 

 

Figure 28: Power profiles during spring and with light load 

3.3.2.2. Test results regarding Favignana 

This batch of tests regards the case of Favignana. As indicated in Table 3 for the specific tests only the MV 
part of the grid is considered. The scenarios examined include both the NF and GR ones and the goals also 
concern congestion management and RES self-consumption. 

NF/Congestion Management: The specific test involves the power system setup shown in Figure 18. In 
contrast to the benchmarking system the power system model for the investigation of flexibilities impact 



 

involves distributed storage units at various points of the grid, namely nodes 1, 5, 9 and 12. The number and 
size of these units is modified for each concrete test and together with the flexibilities from the EV charging 
station they tackle congestion on the distribution lines. It should be noted here that the RES self-consumption 
scenario is not examined in these tests because based on the benchmarking data, for the NF scenario, the 
total consumption is always higher than the RES production, therefore, no special flexibility management 
would be required. Detailed results for the specific tests are presented in ANNEX 1, section 8.5.2. 
Nevertheless, the most representative results are also illustrated in Figure 29. As can be seen in this diagram, 
the flexibility management of the system leads to substantial decrease in the congestion of the two main 
lines of the system. The three different cases of flexibilities are as follows: 

• Case 1: 4 storage units (including their reactive power control capability) at nodes 1 and 12. The units 

used are HBr flow batteries at 50 kW/250 kWh and SEH at 65 kW/50 kWh/50 kg H2.  

• Case 2: 6 storage units, with the  two additional storage units of same characteristics as above, at 

nodes 5 and 9. 

• Case 3: 6 storage units at the same locations with higher capacitities. Specifically, the units at nodes 

1 and 12 are tripled in terms of power and energy capacity. Also, in this case the flexibilities from EVs 

are considered.  

As can be seen for Case 1 and 2 the line loading improves in terms of peak occurrences as the resulting load 
duration curve is substantially levelled. A much better performance is, however, achieved when the size of 
the units at nodes 1 and 12 is tripled (in terms of power and energy). In addition, if the flexibilities of the EV 
charging stations are used the achieved load curve is substantially improved as the data in Figure 29 suggests. 
Specifically, there is a 20% reduction in the peak power (from 3.22 MVA to 2.68 MVA respectively).       

 

Figure 29: LDC variation for each of the three sub-cases: four storage units (P+Q), six storage units (P+Q), six larger 
storage units (P+Q) and EVs 

GR/Congestion Management: For this scenario the system setup that is investigated is shown in Figure 18. 
As indicated in the diagram the system utilizes a number of storage units at nodes 1 and 12 as well as the 
flexibilities from two EV charging stations of 1 MVA each. The amount of renewables in this scenario result 
in some very interesting results as shown in the benchmarking data (Figure 19 as well as ANNEX 1, section 
8.6.1) that leads to sizeable amounts of reverse power flows (negative active power) due to surplus of PV 
power, especially around noon. The excess power necessitates the use of means for absorbing/utilizing it in 
order to avoid system blackouts. It should be noted here that, as opposed to Evia, Favignana is permanently 



 

isolated from the mainland system and, therefore any surplus of generation would lead to operational 
instability unless specific measures towards curtailing the PV power are followed. With the implementation 
of flexibilities via GIFT, however, it is possible to fully exploit this excess power/energy. This exploitation, 
apart from the support on the system’s stability results in substantial reduction in the GHG of the island. In 
order to investigate how the implementation of GIFT flexibilities improves the system a number of 
combinations is examined: 

• Case 1: 2 HBr units at 50 kW/250 kWh each and 2 SEH units at 65 kW/50 kWh and 50 kg H2 each at 

nodes 1 and 12, 

• Case 2: the same number of units with four times their original capacity, namely 200 kW/1000 kWh 

for the HBr flow battery and 260 kW/200kWh, 200kg H2 for the SEH system, 

• Case 3:  2 HBr units at 350 kW/1750 kWh each and 2 SEH units at 65 kW/50 kWh and 50 kg H2 each, 

• Case 4: Identical to Case 3, 

• Case 5: Identical to Case 4 with the addition of EV flexibilities, 

• Case 6: Identical to Case 3 and 4, 

• Case 7: Identical to Case 5, 

• Case 8: Identical to Case 3, 4 and 6, 

• Case 9: Identical to Case 5 and 7.  

The test results for all four seasons illustrate a substantial reduction in the negative active power, which is 
interpreted as exploitation of the excess PV power instead of curtailing it for stability reasons. Specifically, 
the amount of energy that should be curtailed before and after the implementation of GIFT is shown in the 
following table (Table 4). Also, detailed results are presented in ANNEX 1, section 8.6.2, while one indicative 
diagram is shown in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30: Power profiles during winter and impact of flexibilities on RES consumption 



 

Table 4: Comparative analysis of the excess PV energy before and after flexibilities implementation 

Season Benchmarking 
(MWh/week) 

GIFT implementation 
(MWh/week) 

Reduction (%) 

Summer 10.09 0.36 96.4 

Autumn 31.06 1.76 94.3 

Winter 21.23 0.50 97.6 

Spring 23.97 2.18 90.9 

  

3.4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The simulation results presented in the previous sections highlight some important improvement trends 
when the use of flexibilities via GIFT is considered. The achieved results are benchmarked against the 
reference scenarios, i.e., without the use of flexibilities. The reference scenarios show two main potential 
problems that are in line with the selected UCs for the two follower islands. The two potential problems are 
power congestion at the distribution transformer and significant amounts of RES energy that is produced 
locally yet not fully locally consumed. The use of flexibilities throughout the simulation tests shows 
substantial improvement in both these aspects even though the selected flexibilities portfolio was rather 
limited. It is estimated that substantially better result can be achieved if the full flexibility potential is tapped 
by the GIFT setup. For instance, consumption sectors such are residential, tertiary, etc., as well as specific 
strategies such as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) could lead to a much better management of the system operation in 
terms of congestions and enable a higher share of RES leading so to further reduction in the CO2 emissions 
and better decarbonisation of the islands.  

As far as RES self-consumption goes, there are specific benchmarking tests that illustrate substantial 
imbalances, especially when the RES penetration becomes high. This fact results into loss of useful RES energy 
when this is available as well as potential stability issues. With the use of GIFT flexibilities consumption is 
shifted to time intervals with surplus RES energy, increasing so the use of RES as opposed to energy generated 
by conventional generators (natural gas and diesel oil). This could result into substantial decarbonisation of 
the islands.  

The performance of the power system shows also significant improvement in terms of congestions. The 
analysis of congestions is mainly focused on the distribution transformers (for the case of Evia) and the 
central lines (for the case of Favignana). Congestions on both islands appear when the consumption presents 
significant increase, especially during summer time, as well as because of the penetration of substantial 
amounts of additional consumers such as EVs. For all tests, the congestion improvement is achieved by 
examining different combinations of flexibility sectors and capacities. Among other things investigated is the 
improvement that the reactive power generation by the two storage solutions provides. The latter option is 
a possibility that the two storage solutions could provide with minimum additional cost since most 
commercial inverters allow easy modification of the reactive power injected to the grid. The reactive power 
in the specific tests is controlled locally by each storage device instead of a central management strategy by 
the VPS. The latter would provide even better results in terms of congestion management, especially for the 
MV cases of Evia and Favignana.  

Overall, it should be pointed out that the specific tests are used in order to show some improvement trends. 
To this end substantial simplifications are considered that, even though lead to some very interesting results, 
are not the optimal results that could be achieved if the actual control components of the GIFT setup were 
used in combination with a wider range of flexibilities.  Also, specific aspects such as voltage deviations at 



 

multiple parts of the grid were not considered either, even though with the use of the actual GIFT 
components significant improvements in this aspect could also be achieved. 

Another important conclusion drawn from the simulation tests is the necessity for combining specific Use 
Case so that more cost-effective solutions are deployed. Specifically, the issues of congestion and RES self-
consumption are strongly connected to the consumption seasonality. In this respect, the same GIFT setup 
could be used with adjustable objectives in order to adapt to the operating conditions and meet both goals. 
For example, during summer when consumption is much higher congestion managements should be 
prioritized as opposed to seasons when RES production is substantially higher and a need for load shifting is 
more important. 

 

 

 

  



 

4. ICT TECHNICAL ANALYSIS FOR REPLICATIONS 

In parallel of the energy simulations developed in the previous section, an ICT replication analysis has been 
carried out. This ICT technical analysis focuses on the performances and capabilities of the ICT components 
and their communication interfaces, in order to ensure they won’t threaten the deployment of replicated 
and upscaled GIFT systems. 

 

4.1. METHODOLOGY 

The technical analysis aims at identifying potential replicability and scalability challenges for the ICT system. 
It considers a range of criteria to answer the following questions:  

• On the components side:  

o Is the data storage sufficient? 

o Is the processing speed sufficient? 

o Is the operation feasible?  

o Is the configuration feasible? 

• On the interfaces side: 

o Is the bandwidth sufficient? 

o Is the interface operable?  

o Is the interface robust enough?  

o Is the configuration feasible?  

The answer to these questions is based on a questionnaire that has been filled by all the solution providers, 
regarding several aspects of their systems, both for the components and for the interfaces between the 
components. Each relevant aspect of the systems was rated and additional information was provided if 
necessary. The questionnaires are presented in Annex 2: Questionnaires for the technical analysis. 

The main criteria considered for the components are Autonomy, Redundancy, Data storage, Processing 
speed, Configuration effort / complexity and Automatization, and for interfaces Robustness, Response time, 
Data volume, Data periodicity, Complexity and Automatization. 

The gathered information was then treated to evaluate their evolution in case of replication in the follower 
islands, according to the scenario based on results from part 3: Use case simulations on the follower islands. 
The scenarios are detailed in section 3.1.1: Overview of Simulation Models. 

Based on these scenarios’ description, the evolution of the technical criteria was evaluated to match the 
possible evolutions of the follower islands, raising flags on some potential issues. These potential issues were 
then discussed with solution providers to evaluate their relevance and mitigation solutions, either already in 
place or to be implemented in the case of a replication. 

 

4.2. SIMULATIONS INPUTS 

Three scenarios were considered for the analysis of the technical ICT scalability and replicability:  

• Evia-LV/Green Revolution Scenario 

• Evia-MV/Green Revolution Scenario 

• Favignana-MV/Green Revolution Scenario 

The main impact of the replications on the ICT analysis is the scale of the systems. The number of components 
to be deployed in each scenario is described in Table 5, and the number of interfaces for each scenario is 
described in Table 6. This will be used for the evaluation of the criteria evolution in the next part. 



 

Table 5: Number of components for each scenario 

 

 

Table 6: Interfaces involved in each scenario 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The FlexAgents and VPS/FlexAgent interfaces numbers have a larger range for future-proofing, as the VPS 
should be able to accommodate more connections because additional prosumers could be connected. 

 

4.3. ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTIONS 

The criteria analysis of the solutions, through the rating collected in the questionnaires, is available in   

Component Name Evia LV Evia MV Favignana 

HBr storage 1 20 3 

Smart-Energy Hub 1 20 3 

HBr EMS 1 20 3 

Smart-Energy Hub EMS 1 20 3 

Etrel’s EVC-EMS 42 588 0 

Trialog’s EVC-EMS 9 129 2 

FEMS 0 6 0 

Harbour EMS 0 1 1 

Flex-Agent 53 764 (up to 1884) 9 

VPS  1 1 1 

Grid Observability 1 1 1 

Prediction 1 1 1 

Enterprise Service Bus 1 1 1 

GIS 1 1 1 

Component Name Evia LV Evia MV Favignana 

HBr EMS/Flex Agent 1 20 3 

SEH EMS/Flex Agent 1 20 3 

Etrel’s EVC-EMS 42 588 0 

Trialog’s EVC-EMS 9 129 2 

FEMS/Flex Agent 0 6 0 

Harbour-EMS/Flex Agent 0 1 1 

Flex Agent/VPS 53 (up to 133) 764 (up to 1884) 9 

VPS/ESB 1 1 1 

GO/ESB 1 1 1 

Prediction/ESB 1 1 1 

VPS / GO 1 1 1 

Prediction / VPS 1 1 1 

ESB / Weather services interface 1 1 1 

ESB / Data repository interface 1 1 1 

ESB / GIS 1 1 1 

GO/MDMS 1 1 1 



 

Annex 3: Criteria from the questionnaires. In order to answer the questions listed in section 4.1, twelve 
criteria have been rated, six for the components and six for the interfaces:  

• Components 

o Autonomy: Component internal number of factors for continuous operation 

o Redundancy: Assessment for component necessity for duplication 

o Data storage: Required memory in the component 

o Processing speed: Assessment of the orders processed by a component 

o Configuration effort / complexity: Assessment of the process for component integration 

o Automatization: Assessment of the level of automation for the component operation 

• Interfaces 

o Robustness: Assessment of the protocol features to cope with non-perfect data 

o Response time: Request response behaviour between two components 

o Data volume: Average volume of data dealt with 

o Data periodicity: Average for exchange of information on a link between two components 

o Complexity: Assessment of the process for link integration 

o Automatization: Assessment of the level of automation for the component operation 

Calculations and thresholds then enable to raise flags regarding the scalability and replicability of solutions. 
Each of the questions takes into account different criteria:  

• On the components side:  

o The data storage capacity is analysed based on the data storage and the estimated data 

volume. 

o The processing speed is analysed based on the processing speed criteria and the estimated 

number of treatments, which is based on the data periodicity of the connected interfaces. 

o The operability of the component is evaluated based on the number of assets and the 

estimated workload per interface, which is based on the automatization criteria. 

o The feasibility of the asset configuration is evaluated based on the number of assets and the 

estimated configuration workload per interface, which is based on the configuration effort / 

complexity criteria. 

• On the interfaces side: 

o The bandwidth capacity is analysed based on the response time and the periodicity. 

o The operability of the interface is evaluated based on the number of assets and the 

estimated workload per connected asset, which is based on the automatization criteria. 

o The robustness of the interface  is analysed based on the number of assets and the 

robustness criteria. 

o The feasibility of the interface configuration is evaluated based on the number of assets and 

the estimated configuration workload per interface, which is based on the complexity 

criteria. 

These are rough estimations, that aims at raising flags to identify points that require a deeper analysis. This 
is done in collaboration with the solutions providers, and is detailed in the next section. 

Following the analysis of these criteria, the following potential issues have been identified:  

• Components:  

o The FA data storage may not be sufficient 

o The configuration effort required for the FA may be too high 

o The Ship / Harbour EMS data storage may not be sufficient 



 

o The HBr battery EMS processing speed may not be sufficient 

o The configuration effort required for Trialog’s EVC-EMS may be too high 

o The configuration effort required for Etrel’s EVC-EMS may be too high 

• Interfaces: 

o The configuration effort required for the interface VPS - FA may be too high 

o The operation effort required for the interface VPS - FA may be too high 

o The configuration effort required for the interface Etrel’s EVC-EMS - FA may be too high 

o The operation effort required for the interface Etrel’s EVC-EMS - FA may be too high 

o The response time for the interface Trialog’s EVC-EMS - FA may be too high 

o The configuration effort required for the interface between Trialog’s EVC-EMS and the FA 

may be too high 

o The response time for the interface Observability - MDMS may be too high 

 

It is however worth noting here that this flag-raising process is not able to fully determine if the potential 

issues detected are actually a threat to replications. Therefore, the following sections will investigate each of 

these points in order to determinate whether they need to be addressed, and propose some mitigation 

recommendations if they do. 

 

4.4. RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

For each of the potential issues mentioned in the previous section, the potential impact and possible 
mitigation solutions have been discussed with solution providers and are summarized below. 

4.4.1. Components potential issues 

4.4.1.1. The FA data storage may not be sufficient 

The current data storage in the GIFT implementation is volatile, small but fast. However, depending on the 
configuration, the data storage can be different:  

When implemented as embedded hardware system, the possibilities for data storage are:  

• Volatile, small but fast 

• Permanent, small. 

When implemented as software cloud solution, the options are: 

• Volatile, large and fast 

• Permanent, large. 

Therefore, in case the data storage appears not to be sufficient, it can be upgraded to fit the situation.  

A range of possible options could additionally be used to improve on this issue:  

• Internal algorithm optimization  

• Optimization of the prosumer activity using the FO parameters (as supported by the FO protocol) 

• Installation of several cascading VPS nodes on multi-area regions with aggregation feature (minor 
additional development is needed) 

• Hardware capability upgrade with server and database clustering and increasing connection lines 
capability in parallel 



 

Recommendation: In the case of a large-scale implementation, it is recommended to study the issue of data 
storage, possibly through a simulation, and implement the most relevant mitigation solution(s) from the list 
above. The FA should be included in the central monitoring system where a potential issue is detected. 

 

 

4.4.1.2. The configuration effort required for the FA may be too high when deployed at large 
scale  

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia LV scenario (53 instances) and above. 

The deployment of Flex Agents in GIFT indeed requires a manual configuration, which would cause the 
configuration effort to be very high when deploying the system at a large scale. In this case, the development 
of a sophisticated configuration system would be required, in order to configure the overall distributed 
system and prevent extensive manual work. However, the configuration effort required for manual 
configuration is low enough that only the deployment of a big-scale system including thousands of 
components would require such feature.  

Recommendation: If a large-scale replication involving thousands of components is foreseen, the 
development of a configuration system will be required. 

 

4.4.1.3. The Ship / Harbour EMS data storage may not be sufficient 

The Harbour EMS has no internal memory. However, the FlexOffer is based on layover time that is generated 
from timetables. Although the rulesets can be managed through an administrative interface, true flexibility 
can only be offered when the ferry is docked for more than 30 minutes. When the ferry is in transit, there 
will not be any load on the power grid - and hence no need for flexibility. 

There will be both charging points and charging towers in the harbour. However, one of the lessons learned 
is that charging points only serve as shoreside power, which means they do not provide power to batteries, 
only keep electric equipment running. These are normally not relevant in the context of GIFT as it is difficult 
to establish a contract with shipowners that dock for a shorter time period. Towers are a different matter, 
but is tied in with layover time - and the issue is therefore already addressed. 

Therefore, as the FlexOffers are based on timetables and not on calculations, the memory is not actually 
needed within the scope of GIFT. It should however be checked that the same principle can be applied in 
replication scenarios, and consider adding storage in case calculations are required in a future scenario. 

Recommendation: If a replication involving variable timetables is foreseen, the addition of data storage will 
be required, along with the development of the Flex Offers calculations needed to adapt to this variability. 
In such an environment, “zero-touch” activation is recommended so no manual interactions are required 
during the installation. 

 

4.4.1.4. The HBr battery EMS processing speed may not be sufficient 

The latency of the interface between Flex Agent and battery component tends to be less than the 
communication frequency that is enabled by the battery. Currently the battery enables 2-seconds 
communication frequency as requested by the FlexAgent agreements. It will depend on FA requirements if 
this is sufficient. The battery can enable 100ms already now, therefore the latency from battery side will 
never be higher. 

Recommendation: If the latency of the interface needs to be improved, the necessity to upgrade the HBr 
battery EMS processing speed should be specifically studied. In case speeds faster than 100ms are required, 
the battery can be upgraded to achieve it. 



 

 

4.4.1.5. The configuration effort required for Trialog’s EVC-EMSs may be too high when 
deployed at large scale 

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia MV scenario (129 instances) and above. 

Trialog’s EMS is configured at the initialization with a configuration file. The general structure of the 
document is unchanged for the GIFT project needs but some parameters can be customized for the local 
energy needs and equipment constraints. After this, no other configuration is needed. 

The configuration effort therefore depends on the specific needs of the local equipment. In case of mass 
deployment, many charge points will most probably have some communication parameters in common, and 
their configuration could be mutualized.  

Recommendation: Mutualizing the configuration efforts throughout several charge points should enable to 
minimize the configuration effort during the deployment. However, the deployment efforts for this interface 
will likely stay rather high per unit, as adaptations to local configurations are difficult to automatize, and 
should be taken into account in the feasibility study in case of mass deployment. 

 

4.4.1.6. The configuration effort required for Etrel’s EVC-EMSs may be too high when 
deployed at large scale 

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia MV scenario (588 instances) and above. 

The configuration of the component mostly depends on the communication parameters. In case of mass 
deployment, many charge points will most probably have some communication parameters in common, and 
their configuration could be mutualized. This is enabled by the EVC-EMS’s option to: 

• “duplicate/copy” an EVSE (applicable to charging stations with at least two EVSEs): all configuration 
parameters of an already configured EVSE are copied to a newly added EVSE of the same charging 
station. To configure the new EVSE only its EVSE ID number must be modified in the configuration 
setup; 

• “duplicate/copy” a charging station: all configuration parameters (owner, operator, location, access 
type, identification and payment modes, communication, HW components, ...) of an existing charging 
station are copied to a newly added charging station. If the new charging station is of the same type 
and installed at the same location as the existing one, only its serial number, IP address and ID, and 
EVSE ID number(s) must be modified to configure the charging station. 

The parameters to be modified for configuration of copied charging station or EVSE must be entered directly 
at the charging station; there is no option for remote configuration and automatic replication. This 
parameterisation is done during installation which anyway requires a physical presence of skilled personnel. 

 

Recommendation: Mutualizing the configuration efforts throughout several charge points should enable to 
deploy as many as possible with minimal effort. However, the deployment efforts for this interface will likely 
stay rather high per unit, as adaptations to local configurations are difficult to automatize, and should be 
taken into account in the feasibility study in case of mass deployment. 

 

4.4.2. Interfaces potential issues 

4.4.2.1. The configuration effort required for the interface VPS - FA may be too high when 
deployed at large scale 

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia LV scenario (53 instances) and above. 



 

The deployment of VPS-Flex Agent interfaces in GIFT indeed requires a manual configuration, which would 
cause the configuration efforts to be very high when deploying the system at a large scale. In this case, the 
automation of the configuration process would be required, in order to reduce the human involvement 
needed for the integration. However, the configuration effort required for manual configuration is low 
enough that only the deployment of a big-scale system including thousands of components would require 
such features. “Zero touch” activation at the time of FA deployment shall cover the VPS-FA interface 
configuration as well. 

Recommendation: If a large-scale replication involving thousands of components is foreseen, the automation 
of the configuration process will be required. 

 

4.4.2.2. The operation effort required for the interface VPS - FA may be too high when 
deployed at large scale 

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia MV scenario (764 instances) and above. 

Some robustness features, such as error checking, packet recovery, out-of-order data capability, data 
encryption and data validation, have already been implemented and should ensure a reliable operation of 
these interfaces. Additionally, relevant aspects of the communications, such as the reception speed of Flex 
Offers, the size of flex offers pool Matching, the amount of the prosumer’s operation signals and the average 
CPU usage during the operation, have been tested. The foreseen project needs for flexibility are significantly 
below the identified limit. Therefore, the interface should be able to run autonomously and avoid requiring 
human interventions.  

Recommendation: The operation effort is expected to be acceptable, and no need for adaptations is 
foreseen. This is however to be verified once the pilot sites are fully deployed. It is recommended to integrate 
a software tool for analysing network traffic and system responsiveness to detect and solve potential issues. 

 

4.4.2.3. The configuration effort required for the interfaces charging station - Etrel’s EVC-EMS 
- FA may be too high when deployed at large scale 

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia LV scenario (42 instances) and above. 

In case of mass deployment, chances are that many charge points will have some communication parameters 
in common. This should enable to minimize the configuration effort during the deployment. The deployment 
efforts for this interface will likely stay rather high per unit, as adaptations to local configurations are difficult 
to automatize, and should be considered in case of mass deployment. One option to reduce these costs 
would be to regroup several charging points under one common EVC-EMS, as done in Trialog’s EVC-EMS. This 
however can only be done under certain circumstances of similarity (where charging stations’ communication 
parameters can be “replicated” as described in section 4.4.1.6) and proximity of charging points (where the 
EVC-EMS acts towards FA as one single controlled entity/prosumer, not as several individual field 
units/charging stations). 

Recommendation: Regroup several charge points under the same EMS when possible, to reduce the 
configuration effort. However, the deployment efforts for this interface will likely stay rather high per unit, 
as adaptations to local configurations are difficult to automatize, and should be considered in case of mass 
deployment.  It is recommended to collect as much data as possible about the charging units before the 
deployment, so that they can be automatically set up during the “zero-touch” activation. Later, only new 
charging units will be added manually. 

4.4.2.4. The operation effort required for the interface Etrel’s EVC-EMS - FA may be too high 
when deployed at large scale 

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia MV scenario (558 instances) and above. 



 

The system is designed to control a large number of chargers. Etrel has simulated the estimated process 
requirements (operation monitoring, charging control, load management) with approximatively 100,000 
stations and the EVC-EMS can withstand them. Additionally, the communications are not critical and the 
messages are very short. For the process and control communication between a charger and the EVC-EMS, 
the amount of exchanged data is rather low (maximum 1 kB per message). 

Therefore, this interface is theoretically manageable at a large scale. Moreover, a number of robustness 
features (Error checking, Packet recovery, Out-of-order data capability, Data encrypted, Data validation) are 
implemented in the interface, and should enable a smooth operation.  

Recommendation: It is recommended to check the operation effort required with an on-site deployment, 
before moving to a large-scale replication scenario, monitoring the actual required efforts across a few 
unitary deployments. Also, the system should be monitored using the same technique as described in 4.4.2.2 
when the system is put into operation. 

4.4.2.5. The response time for the interface Trialog’s EVC-EMS - FA may be too high 

No measurement of the response time were done in the implementations and the response time should 
depend on the network configuration. The response time is estimated to be below one minute and to be 
independent of the scale of the system, only depending on the stations location. 

Since the charging stations are independent from each other, the impact is low, as one failure in this 
communication doesn’t endanger the other charging stations and the functions of the overall system. 
However, as the Flex Offers have a validity period, which is around 10 minutes for GIFT, longer delays could 
cause improper execution of the FlexOffer process if shortened FlexOffer periods were chosen in replication 
sites.  

Recommendation: The network configuration would need to be upgraded in replication cases. Additionally, 
the network configuration (and the availability and quality of the internet connection, if the communications 
are depending on it) should be studied prior to the deployment, when choosing the location of charging 
stations.  

4.4.2.6. The configuration effort required for the interface between Trialog’s EVC-EMS and 
the FA may be too high when deployed at large scale 

This could be relevant in similar cases as Evia MV scenario (129 instances) and above. 

The interface is configured at the initialization of the system with the endpoint access and periodicity. It is 
not changed afterwards. In case of a large-scale implementation, the configuration of the interface would 
need to be as automatized as possible, and as much as possible take advantage of similarities and common 
communication parameters between different interfaces. This should enable to deploy as many as possible 
at minimal cost.  

Recommendation: Mutualizing the configuration efforts throughout several charge points should enable to 
minimize the efforts. the deployment efforts for this interface will likely stay rather high per unit, as 
adaptations to local configurations are difficult to automatize, and should be taken into account in the 
feasibility study in case of mass deployment. The same solution as described in 4.4.2.3 shall be used. 

4.4.2.7. The response time for the interface Observability - MDMS may be too high 

For this interface, the delays were not assessed, as it is a one-way interface.  

The consequences of non-availability of data or of a delay in data acquisition are that, in case the MDMS is 
not providing data on time, the observability model cannot be updated with a valid, near to real-time data. 
In GIFT this would mean: in the Norway demonstration site, the service from HLK pushing the data on Odit-
e’s SFTP is not working, in the Italian demonstration site, the service from RDN pushing data on the ESB is 
not working. In such scenario, the observability will run (the input data in operation mode is from the 
“SCADA”) but it will run on a model which cannot be improved nor evaluated during the period of 
interruption. Therefore, the system is resilient to delays and interruptions in communications.  



 

Recommendation: In case of replications, it would be interesting to first get an insight on the actual delay of 
the interface, as the operation is not optimal when this communication is not working properly.  

  



 

5. NON-TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

5.1. METHODOLOGY 

The non-technical analysis was based on the experience of pilot islands Hinnøya and Procida. Pilot partners 
NTNU and Sapienza gathered issues encountered through the implementation of the GIFT system in both 
pilots. These issues were then generalized, in order to be evaluated for replication. CRES then evaluated each 
of the potential issues in order to understand whether they are relevant for the follower islands Evia and 
Favignana. Moreover, CRES searched for additional potential issues specific to follower islands. 

This analysis focussed on three main area:  

• Economic issues 

• Regulatory issues 

• Stakeholder-related issues 

 

5.2. ANALYSIS OF THE PILOT SITES 

In order to collect information on the pilot sites issues, both pilot partners were asked to provide information 
on their pilots. For each type of issues, they were asked to report:  

• The actors concerned  

• The description of the problem 

• The outcomes  

The answers from both pilots are detailed in the sections below. 

5.2.1. Hinnøya island cluster 

5.2.1.1. Economic issues 

Actors concerned: ELESTOR, HLK 

Description of the problem:  

Norway is divided in five electricity price areas and Northern Norway is located in the price area where the 
power price is relatively low. Additionally, the area is exempted from VAT on electricity. Due to this situation, 
the HBr solution is not economically feasible. The calculated cost for the profitability of the investment, 
6€ct/kWh, is much higher than the price in Harstad area. Additionally, the cost of the civil works makes the 
situation even more difficult. 

Outcomes: 

Due to the cost issues as described above; it is economically difficult to implement the HBr battery in Hinnøya 
cluster pilot 

In Northern Norway, given the low electricity price, the GIFT solutions are difficult to replicate. However, in 
Southern Norway, the electricity price would be 10 times higher than in the North, which to some extent 
reduces the economic challenges for replicability.  

 

5.2.1.2. Regulatory issues 

Actors concerned:  HLK 

Description of the problem:  



 

According to the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE), HLK as the grid company is not 
allowed to own the battery for commercial purposes, except for grid operation purposes. One may ask 
exemption, but this could result to a lengthy process. There is also an issue of ownership of property due to 
urban planning, and culture heritage circumstances.  

Regarding safety regulations, the Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB) concluded that the Seveso 
III Directive regarding quantities of Br2 and H2 is not applicable for the HBr battery, but highly recommended 
a risk assessment and definitions of provisions that mitigate any risks. This will need an extended and 
thorough risk assessment before any possible implementation. 

Outcomes: 

Due to the regulatory issues it is difficult to implement the HBr battery in Hinnøya cluster pilot. 

5.2.1.3. Stakeholders-related issues 

Actors concerned: Harstad municipality 

Description of the problem:  

Stakeholders-related issues are mainly related to the followings: 

• Lack of stakeholder with expertise and experience on operating HBr battery on site at Hinnøya.  

• Lack of customers in selected areas.  

• Need for bigger Battery than the current one.  

• Potential companies prefer higher power supply security.  

• Stakeholder with solar/wind production units are missing in the area (which is necessary for a cost-

effective operation of the HBr battery). 

Outcomes: 

Due to the stakeholders-related issues as described above, it is hard to implement the HBr battery in Hinnøya 
cluster pilot. 

 

5.2.2. Procida 

5.2.2.1. Economic issues 

Actors concerned:  

Procida, Sylfen [SEH] 

Description of the problem:  

1- Insufficient budget allocated for installations  

Outcomes: 

o Unexpected costs for GIFT installations (especially for Smart Energy Hub) 

o Delays in the foreseen timeline in order to find the best option in term of technical and economical 

requirements for the installation 

o Impossibility to perform the Smart Energy Hub installation under the initially foreseen budget 

 

5.2.2.2. Regulatory issues 

Actors concerned:  

Procida municipality, Sylfen [SEH] 

Description of the problem:  



 

1- Lack of specific regulation in case of Hydrogen storage and operation [SEH] 

2- Acquisition of permits necessary for installation authorization [SEH] 

Outcomes: 

o Delays: A long time was required to identify the possible installation sites that are suitable and with 

the needed safety requirements 

o Impossibility to move forward with the design documentation before appointing consultants with 

the adequate knowledge in the field  

 

5.2.2.3. Stakeholders-related issues 

Actors concerned:  

Procida municipality, Sylfen [SEH], Inea [FEMS], ETREL [EVC-EMS] 

Description of the problem:  

1- Design documentation is complex [SEH] 

2- Missing buildings satisfying the technical requirements [SEH] 

3- Strong environmental protective restrictions [SEH] 

4- High urbanization rate & population density [SEH] 

5- Business model not fully developed  

6- Local stakeholders not interested to join the project as prosumers [FEMS] 

7- Electric mobility not fully developed on the island [EVC-EMS] 

Outcomes: 

o Appointing external expert consultants for expected GIFT prototypes [SEH, FEMS, EVC-EMS] 

o Technical/environmental/safety suitability analysis [SEH] 

 

5.2.3. Generalization  

The main issues described by both pilots are summarized in the table below, which summarizes the main 
issues that have been identified in both pilot islands, as well as the consequences of each of these issues, in 
terms of costs, time delays, specialists needed, or even the impossibility to implement a planned action:   

Table 7: Non-technical issues from pilots 
 

Issue Hinnøya Procida Consequences 

Ec
o

n
o

m
ic

 

Price of electricity too low to support 
innovative storage solutions 

x 
 

Impossibility to perform an action 

Unexpected costly concrete foundations 
required  

x 
 

Additional costs 

Costs of installations for storage solutions 
is higher than expected 

 
x Additional costs, delays 

R
e

gu
la

to
ry

 

DSO are not allowed to own a battery for 
commercial purposes 

x 
 

Delays, unexpected costs, 
impossibility to perform an action 

Many areas, such as culture heritage 
sites, can't be considered for construction 
due to urban planning 

x x Delays, additional costs, need to 
bring in specialists 

Safety regulations are very strict 
regarding H2 

x x Delays, additional costs, need to 
bring in specialists 



 

The innovative storage solutions 
developed in GIFT are difficult to fit in a 
regulation category 

x x Delays, additional costs, need to 
bring in specialists 

Few buildings satisfy the technical 
requirements 

 
x Delays 

St
ak

eh
o

ld
er

-r
el

at
e

d
 

Lack of stakeholder with relevant 
expertise and experience on operating 
innovative storage solutions 

x x need to bring in specialists, 
additional costs 

Lack of customers in selected areas x 
 

Impossibility to implement a solution 

Storage needs don't match the scale of 
the storage solution 

x 
 

Impossibility to implement a solution 

Potential companies prefer higher power 
supply security 

x x Impossibility to implement a solution 

Local stakeholders not interested to join 
the project as prosumer  

 
x Impossibility to implement a solution 

Stakeholder with solar/wind is missing in 
the area (which is necessary for the HBr 
battery) 

x 
 

Impossibility to implement a solution 

Electric mobility not fully developed on 
the island  

 
x need to bring in specialists 

It can be noticed here that many of the issues listed are related to the implementation of large innovative 
storage solutions. This is because installing large physical equipment, especially when containing H2, comes 
with a lot of additional challenges. It can also be noticed that the willingness of stakeholders to participate is 
critical, since the refusal almost automatically leads to the impossibility to implement a solution.  

 

5.3. APPLICABILITY OF THE FINDINGS IN FOLOWER ISLANDS  

The next step is to analyse to replicability of the issues described in the previous section in the follower 
islands. For both islands, the relevant and non-relevant issues are indicated in the table below by the ‘x’. 
Additionally, the comments column details the reasons for the selection of the relevant issues. 

Table 8: Replicability of non-technical issues for follower islands 
 

Issue Evia Favignana Comments 

Ec
o

n
o

m
ic

 

Price of electricity too low to 
support innovative storage 
solutions 

  
The price of electricity in Italy is much higher 
than Norway, and in light of the recent 
increase in electricity prices in Greece, this is 
not an issue anymore for Evia either. 
Moreover, prices in Favignana, as in Procida 
are high as well. 

Unexpected costly concrete 
foundations required  

  
Expectations have been updated, and the 
action will only be performed if fit. 

Costs of installations for storage 
solutions is higher than expected 

  
Expectations have been updated, and the 
action will only be performed if fit. 

R
e

gu
la

to
ry

 DSO are not allowed to own a 
battery for commercial purposes 

x 
 

This is the case for Evia too 

Many areas, such as culture 
heritage sites, can't be considered 
for construction due to urban 
planning 

 
x Not significant issues on Evia 



 

Safety regulations are very strict 
regarding H2 

x x True for residential/commercial prosumers. 
Industrial prosumers are more flexible. 

The innovative storage solutions 
developed in GIFT are difficult to fit 
in a regulation category 

 
x Evia has a large share of industrial prosumers 

which ensure a more immediate deployment 
of storage solutions in terms of regulations. 
This issue applies mostly for residential and 
commercial users. However, this will likely be 
an issue in Favignana, as it occurred in Procida. 

Few buildings satisfying the 
technical requirements 

 
x The buildings portfolio on Evia is quite diverse 

St
ak

eh
o

ld
e

r-
re

la
te

d
 

Lack of stakeholder with relevant 
expertise and experience on 
operating innovative storage 
solutions 

x x External expert consultants would be required 

Lack of customers in selected areas 
  

Both Energy Communities and DSO exist on the 
two islands and are interested in the solutions 

Storage needs don't match the scale 
of the storage solution 

x 
 

The size of Evia requires substantially higher 
storage solutions for for DSO-related services. 
The size, however can still be suitable for 
Energy Communities, as in Favignana or in 
some specific areas of Evia. 

Potential companies prefer higher 
power supply security 

 
x In the case of Evia, storage solutions can 

ensure high power supply security to industrial 
prosumers when used as uninterrupted power 
supply systems 

Local stakeholders not interested to 
join the project as prosumer  

  
This is not the case anymore for Evia due to 
the recent developments in the energy sector 
and the high energy costs. This leads to 
increased interest in innovative solutions and 
the participation of energy users as prosumers 
in projects like ours. Moreover, the active 
energy community in Favignana will likely 
improve the recruitment process. 

Stakeholder with solar/wind is 
missing in the area (which is 
necessary for the HBr battery) 

 
x Plans for installing a large share of PVs on 

Favignana are foreseen. 

Electric mobility not fully developed 
on the island  

x x For the case of Evia there are specific plans at 
national level for high numbers of EVs by 2030 

On the economic side, it can be considered that the study and implementation at pilot sites enable to better 
evaluate the expectations, and therefore avoid going over budget in follower islands. 

On the regulatory side however, most of the issues are still relevant for the follower islands, especially since 
the island of Favignana is situated in Italy, and therefore have a lot of regulations in common with Procida. 

Finally, on the stakeholder side, some issues are still relevant, however the fact that Evia is a very large island, 
and that both follower islands have existing active energy communities, enables to bring in a much larger 
portfolio of potential prosumers. 

Additional issues that may not have been encountered in the pilot islands were then explored, however none 
were found to be relevant for the follower islands.  

 

5.4. RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 



 

As the willingness of actors to participate is a critical issue, it is recommended to have a large portfolio of 
potential prosumers to choose from. Additionally, if a community of already involved and interested citizen, 
such as an energy community, exists, it is a good opportunity, as they are more likely to be willing to 
participate. 

Additionally, we can see that the pilot implementations have largely updated the expectations regarding 
costs, especially when it comes to the implementation of physical storage. This should be taken into 
consideration when envisioning costs of replications.  

The pilot deployments also showed that the regulations regarding the storage solutions can be quite 
restrictive and require extensive studies and permit processes. It is therefore recommended to: 

• Look into these regulations as early as possible; 

• Choose preferentially a location with minimum restrictions, such as an industrial area;  

• Plan for potential delays related to the necessity to apply for specific permits. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The Scalability and Replicability Analysis focussed on three main aspects: the energy performances, the ICT 
performances, and the installation within the local environment. All of these aspects were studied through 
the examples of the follower islands of Evia and Favignana.  

The simulations enabled to determine what would be the energy flows within the follower islands, and 
impact of the energy flexibilities within the electrical grids. The simulations were run on Matlab, and enabled 
to understand what components of the GIFT systems should be installed in order to optimize the energy 
usage of these grids, to avoid congestion and to use the full potential of the local renewable energy 
generation. 

The ICT technical analysis then enabled to get an overview of the ICT performances of the components and 
interfaces of the GIFT systems, and how they would vary in case of scale-up and replication, in all the 
scenarios defined through the simulations. In particular, potential issues for replication and scalability were 
investigated in order to ensure the smooth deployment and operation of future instances of the GIFT system 
and its components. A few potential issues were identified, and, though none of them were critical to future 
deployments, mitigations solutions were proposed. These mitigation solutions would need to be 
implemented in case of replications, most often at a large scale.  

It is worth noting that most components of the GIFT system were exempt of potential issues, as only one, or 
a handful of them would be needed for any replication cases. The most impacted components and interfaces 
for replications would indeed be the ones requiring the deployment of several instances of components.  

Regarding the non-technical analysis, which considered economic, regulatory and stakeholder-related issues, 
the study enabled to understand the various issues that were encountered during the deployment at the 
pilot sites, and whether these issues might be encountered as well in other locations.  
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8. ANNEX 1: RESULTS OF TECHNICAL ANALYSIS FOR REPLICATIONS 

8.1. EVIA-PRESENT DAY 

8.1.1. LV Grid Benchmarking 

  

  

  

  

Figure A1.1: Benchmarking results for winter: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 



 

  

  

  

  

Figure A1.2: Benchmarking results for spring: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 



 

  

  

  

  

Figure A1.3: Benchmarking results for summer: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 



 

  

  

  

  

Figure A1.4: Benchmarking results for autumn: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 



 

8.1.2. MV Grid Benchmarking 

  

  

  

Figure A1.5: Benchmarking results for winter: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

  



 

  

  

Figure A1.6: Benchmarking results for spring: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

  

  



 

  

Figure A1.7: Benchmarking results for summer: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

  

  

  

Figure A1.8: Benchmarking results for autumn: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 



 

8.2. EVIA-NEAR FUTURE 

8.2.1. LV benchmarking 

  

  

  

  

Figure A1.9: Evia LV benchmarking results of active, reactive and apparent power: Light load (left) and heavy 
load (right) 



 

 

  

  

  

  

Figure A1.10: Load duration curve results for Evia-LV: Light load (left) and heavy load (right) 

 



 

8.2.2. Evia LV case with the implementation of GIFT 

8.2.2.1. Congestion management 

  

 

Figure A1.11: Power profile for three different sub-cases 

  

  

Figure A1.12: Load curve variation for each of the three sub-cases: storage flexibilities (P), with storage 
flexibilities (P+Q) and with storage flexibilities (PQ) and EVs 



 

8.2.2.2. RES self-consumption 

 

 
 

 

Figure A1.13: Consumption, generation and imbalance profiles for winter and light load 

  

 



 

Figure A1.14: Consumption, generation and imbalance profiles for spring and light load 

8.2.3. MV benchmarking 

  

  

  

Figure A1.15: Benchmarking results for winter: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 



 

  

  

  

Figure A1.16: Benchmarking results for spring: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

  



 

  

  

Figure A1.17: Benchmarking results for summer: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

  

  



 

  

Figure A1.18: Benchmarking results for autumn: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

 

8.2.4. Evia MV with the implementation of GIFT 

8.2.4.1. Congestion management 

  

  

Figure A1.19: Power profile for four different sub-cases: storage flexibilities (P), with storage flexibilities (P+Q) , 
storage flexibilities (PQ) and EVs, and storage flexibilities (PQ), EVs and industrial prosumers 



 

  

  

 

Figure A1.20: Load curve variation for each of the four sub-cases: storage flexibilities (P), storage flexibilities 
(P+Q), storage flexibilities (PQ) and EVs, and storage flexibilities (PQ), EVs and industrial prosumers 

8.2.4.2. RES self-consumption 



 

 

Figure A1.21: Power profiles for winter and light load 

 

8.3. EVIA-GREEN REVOLUTION 

8.3.1. LV benchmarking 

  

  



 

  

  

Figure A1.22: Evia LV benchmarking results of active, reactive and apparent power: Light load (left) and heavy 
load (right) 

 

  

  



 

  

  

Figure A1.23: Load distribution curve results for Evia-LV: Light load (left) and heavy load (right) 

 

8.3.2. Evia LV case with the implementation of GIFT 

8.3.2.1. Congestion management 

  



 

 

Figure A1.24: Power profile for three different sub-cases: storage flexibilities (Case1), with storage flexibilities 
(Case 2) and with storage flexibilities and EVs (Case 3) 

  

  

Figure A1.25: Load curve variation for each of the three sub-cases: storage flexibilities (Case 1), storage 
flexibilities (Case 2) and with storage flexibilities and EVs (Case 3) 

8.3.2.2. RES self-consumption 



 

 

Figure A1.26: Imbalance profiles for spring and light load considering only the LV PVs 

  

  

Figure A1.27: Consumption and generation profiles for spring and light load 



 

  

 
 

Figure A1.28: Imbalance profiles for spring and light load 

8.3.3. MV benchmarking 

  

  



 

  

Figure A1.29: Benchmarking results for autumn: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

  

  

  

Figure A1.30: Benchmarking results for winter: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

 



 

  

  

  

Figure A1.31: Benchmarking results for spring: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

  



 

  

  

Figure A1.32: Benchmarking results for summer: light loading (left) and heavy loading (right) 

8.3.4. Evia MV with the implementation of GIFT 

8.3.4.1. Congestion management 

  

  



 

 

Figure A1.33: Power profile for five different sub-cases 

  

  

  

Figure A1.34: Load duration curves for five different cases 



 

8.3.4.2. RES self-consumption 

 

Figure A1.35: Power profiles for spring and light load 

 

 

Figure A1.36: Power profiles for winter and light load 



 

8.4. FAVIGNANA-PRESENT DAY 

  

  

  

  

Figure A1.37: Benchmarking results for Favignana: Voltage variations (left) and diesel station power (right) 



 

  

  

Figure A1.38: Benchmarking results for Favignana: Load duration curve 

8.5. FAVIGNANA-NEAR FUTURE 

8.5.1. Favignana MV benchmarking 

  

  

Figure A1.39: Voltage variation over four different seasons 



 

  

  

Figure A1.40: Active, reactive and apparent power variation at the diesel station over four seasons 

  

  

Figure A1.41: Load duration curve over four seasons 



 

8.5.2. Favignana MV with the implementation of GIFT 

  

  

  

 

Figure A1.42: Power profiles and load duration curves for each of the three sub-cases: four storage units (PQ), 6  
storage units (PQ), 6 larger storage units (PQ) and EVs 



 

8.6. FAVIGNANA-GREEN REVOLUTION 

8.6.1. Favignana MV benchmarking 

  

  

Figure A1.43: Voltage variation over four different seasons 

  

  

Figure A1.44: Active, reactive and apparent power variation at the diesel station over four seasons 



 

  

  

Figure A1.45: Load curve variation over four seasons 

8.6.2. Favignana with GIFT implementation 

 

 
 

  

Figure A1.46: Power profiles over four seasons and impact of flexibilities on RES consumption 



 

9. ANNEX 2: QUESTIONNAIRES FOR THE TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

9.1. QUESTIONNAIRE ON COMPONENTS:  

This questionnaire aims at collecting the necessary information for the technical analysis of the scalability 
and replicability analysis. The goal is to assess under which conditions the GIFT system is replicable in the 
follower islands scenario. Wherever appropriate, please discuss in the additional information section the 
conditions influencing the specific parameter and boundary conditions, and present typical values, along with 
the expected changes to these values within replication. 

 

IDENTIFICATION 

Name:  

E-mail Address:  

Company:  

Component:  

 

AUTONOMY 

Component internal number of factors for continuous operation 

One answer only 

☐No fail-safe mechanisms 

☐ Data buffer 

☐ “Cold” safe mode 

☐ “Warm” safe mode between 1h and 24h 

☐ Warm safe mode more than 24h 

☐ Others:  

 

Additional information on component autonomy:  

 

 

REDUNDANCY 

Assessment for component necessity for duplication 

One answer only 

☐ Avoid. 

☐ Not necessary. 

☐ Passive redundancy. Active only when malfunction. 

☐ Passive redundancy. Active for a limited period. 

☐ Fully redundant. Always active. 

☐ Other:  

 



 

Additional information on Redundancy:  

 

 

DEVICE DATA STORAGE 

Required memory in the component 

One answer only 

☐ No memory. 

☐ Volatile, small but fast. 

☐ Volatile, large and fast . 

☐ Permanent, small. 

☐ Permanent, large 

☐ Other:  

 

Additional information on device data storage:  

 

 

PROCESSING SPEED 

Assessment of the orders processed by a component 

How long does it take for the component to proceed the orders?  

One answer only 

☐ µControler (no OS) 

☐ Embedded Linux 

☐ PC 

☐ Server 

☐ Grid computing 

☐ Other 

 

Additional information on processing speed: 

What is the observed processing speed? Does it vary massively? 

 

 

COMPLEXITY 

Assessment of the process for component integration 

How complex is the configuration of the component? 

One answer only 

☐ Very low: auto-configuration 



 

☐ Low: assisted configuration but with small Human changes 

☐ Medium: requires easy Human involvement 

☐ High: requires average Human involvement 

☐ Very High: requires complex Human involvement 

☐ Other: 

 

Additional information on complexity: 

How complex it the deployment of the component on GIFT pilots? Should it become easier with the 
deployment of more units? 

 

 

AUTOMATIZATION 

Assessment of the level of automation for the component operation 

How autonomous is the operation of the component? 

One answer only 

☐ Requires human to operate it every time 

☐ Requires human to supervise most of the time 

☐ Partially autonomous, requires human interaction in frequent cases 

☐ Partially autonomous, requires human interaction in seldom cases 

☐ Fully autonomous, does not require any human interaction 

☐ Other:  

 

Additional information on automatization: 

How autonomous are the components on GIFT pilots? Should it become more autonomous with the 
deployment of more units? 

 

 

9.2. QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERFACES: 

This questionnaire aims at collecting the necessary information for the technical analysis of the scalability 
and replicability analysis. The goal is to assess under which conditions the GIFT system is replicable in the 
follower islands scenario. Wherever appropriate, please discuss in the additional information section the 
conditions influencing the specific parameter and boundary conditions, and present typical values, along with 
the expected changes to these values within replication. 

 

IDENTIFICATION 

Name:  

E-mail Address:  

Company:  



 

Interface:  

 

PROTOCOL ROBUSTNESS 

Assessment of the protocol features to cope with non-perfect data 

What are the robustness features of the communication protocol?  

Multiple answers possible 

☐None 

☐ Noise immunity 

☐ Error checking 

☐ Packet recovery 

☐ Out-of-order data capability 

☐ Data encrypted 

☐ Others:  

 

Additional information on protocol robustness:  

 

 

RESPONSE TIME 

Request response behaviour between two components 

What is the typical behaviour of the interface communication?  

One answer only 

☐ Stalls often 

☐ Needs to make at least two trials 

☐ Big delay, but doesn't require a second trial 

☐ Low delay response 

☐ No delay 

☐ Other:  

 

Additional information on Response time:  

What is the measured response time of the interface? Does the response time vary massively? 

 

 

DATA VOLUME 

Average volume of data dealt with 

How much data are exchanged on average?  

One answer only 



 

☐ Very low: <1 Kb or analog value 

☐ Low: 1Kb < X < 100 Kb 

☐ Medium: 100Kb < X < 10 Mb 

☐ High: 10 Mb < X < 1 Gb 

☐ Very High: > 1 Gb 

☐ Other:  

 

Additional information on data volume:  

What is the observed data volume exchanged? Does it vary massively? 

 

 

DATA PERIODICITY 

Average for exchange of information on a link between two components 

How often are data exchanged through the interface?  

One answer only 

☐ Very low: less than once a day 

☐ Low: once a day 

☐ Medium: several times a day 

☐ High: every hour 

☐ High: less than an hour 

☐ Other:  

 

Additional information on data periodicity: 

What is the observed data periodicity of the link? Does it vary massively? 

 

 

COMPLEXITY 

Assessment of the process for link integration 

How complex is the configuration of the link? 

One answer only 

☐ Very low: auto-configuration 

☐ Low: assisted configuration but with small Human changes 

☐ Medium: requires easy Human involvement 

☐ High: requires average Human involvement 

☐ Very High: requires complex Human involvement 



 

☐ Other: 

 

Additional information on complexity: 

How complex it the deployment of the interface on GIFT pilots? Should it become easier with the 

deployment of more units? 

 

 

AUTOMATIZATION 

Assessment of the level of automation for the component operation 

How autonomous is the operation of the link? 

One answer only 

☐ Requires human to operate it every time 

☐ Requires human to supervise most of the time 

☐ Partially autonomous, requires human interaction in frequent cases 

☐ Partially autonomous, requires human interaction in seldom cases 

☐ Fully autonomous, does not require any human interaction 

☐ Other:  

 

Additional information on automatization: 

How autonomous are the interface on GIFT pilots? Should it become more autonomous with the 

deployment of more units? 

 

 

  



 

10. ANNEX 3: CRITERIA FROM THE QUESTIONNAIRES 

10.1. COMPONENTS CRITERIA 

The table below summarizes the answers to the technical analysis questionnaire on components. 

Component Autonomy Redundancy Data 
storage 

Processing 
speed 

Configuration effort / 
complexity 

Automatization 

FA Data buffer Not 
necessary 

Volatile, 
small but 
fast 

Server High: requires average 
Human involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

Trialog’s EVC-
EMS 

No fail-safe 
mechanisms 

Not 
necessary 

Volatile, 
large and 
fast  

Server Low: assisted 
configuration but with 
small Human changes 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

Etrel’s EVC-
EMS 

Warm safe mode more 
than 24h 

Fully 
redundant. 
Always 
active. In the 
cloud 

Permanent, 
small. 

Few 
seconds 

Medium: requires easy 
Human involvement Fully autonomous, 

does not require any 
human interaction 

FEMS Data buffer Not 
necessary 

Volatile, 
small but 
fast 

Server High: requires average 
Human involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

S/H EMS Data buffer Not 
necessary 

No memory µControler 
(no OS) 

High: requires average 
Human involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

SEH Warm safe mode more 
than 24h 

Not 
necessary 

Permanent, 
large 

PC Very low: auto-
configuration 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

HBr EMS fail-safe mechanisms redundancy 
for battery 
safety 

Permanent, 
large 

PLC, 1 
second 

Low for the interface, 
very high for the 
environment 

Partially autonomous, 
requires human 
interaction in seldom 
cases 

Observability Long-term forecast 
enables to encure 
continuity in operation 

Not 
necessary 

Permanent, 
large 

Server High: requires average 
Human involvement 

Partially autonomous, 
requires human 
interaction in seldom 
cases 

VPS No fail-safe 
mechanisms 

Fully 
redundant. 
Always 
active. 

Permanent, 
large 

Server Very High: requires 
complex Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

Prediction Data imputation 
mechanism to 
overcome mild degree 
of missing data 

Not 
necessary 

Permanent, 
large PC 

Very low: auto-
configuration 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

ESB Possibility to increase 
ressources 

Not 
necessary 

Scalable, 
large 

Server Medium: requires easy 
Human involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

GIS No fail-safe 
mechanisms 

Not 
necessary 

Volatile, 
small but 
fast 

Server Medium: requires easy 
Human involvement 

Requires human to 
operate it every time 

EV charging 
station 

No fail-safe 
mechanisms 

Avoid Permanent, 
small 

Embedded 
Linux 

Low: assisted 
configuration but with 
small Human changes 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require any 
human interaction 

 

  



 

INTERFACES CRITERIA 

The table below summarizes the answers to the technical analysis questionnaire on interfaces. 

Identification Questionnaires 

Comp A Comp B Robustness Response 
time 

Data 
volume 

Data 
periodicity 

Complexity Automatization 

FA VPS Error checking 
Packet recovery 
Out-of-order 
data capability 
Data encrypted 

Low delay 
response 

Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

FA EVC-EMS 
(Etrel) 

Error checking 
Packet recovery 
Out-of-order 
data capability 
Data encrypted 

No delay Very low: 
<1 kb or 
analogue 
value 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

Low: assisted 
configuration 
but with small 
Human 
changes 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

FA EVC-EMS 
(Trialog) 

Error checking Big delay, 
but doesn't 
require a 
second trial 

Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

1 minute Low: assisted 
configuration 
but with small 
Human 
changes 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

FA FEMS Error checking 
Packet recovery 
Out-of-order 
data capability 
Data encrypted 

Low delay 
response 

Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

FA S/H EMS Error checking, 
Data encrypted 

Low delay 
response 

Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

FA SEH Error checking Less than 
15 min 

Very low: 
<1 Kb or 
analog 
value 

High: every 
hour 

High: requires 
average 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

FA HBr EMS Not specifically 
studied 

Low delay 
response 

about 750 
kb 
maximum 

Once every 
5 seconds 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

Observa
bility 

VPS Error checking, 
message 
repetition 

No delay Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

High: requires 
average 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

Predicti
on 

VPS Error checking 
Packet recovery 

No delay Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

High: 
every hour 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Fully 
autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

ESB GIS Error checking Low delay 
response 

Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

Depends on 
the user 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Requires human to 
operate it every 
time 



 

ESB Observabi
lity 

None No delay Medium: 
100Kb < 
X < 10 
Mb 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

Very low: 
auto-
configuration 

Partially 
autonomous, 
requires human 
interaction in 
seldom cases 

Observa
bility 

MDMS None Can't be 
measured 

Medium: 
100Kb < X 
< 10 Mb 

Medium: 
several 
times a day 

High: requires 
average 
Human 
involvement 

Partially 
autonomous, 
requires human 
interaction in 
seldom cases 

ESB Weather 
services 
Interface 

Noise immunity, 
Error checking, 
Packet recovery, 
Data encrypted 

No delay Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

Medium: 
several 
times a day 

Low: assisted 
configuration 
but with small 
Human 
changes 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

ESB Data 
repository 
Interface 

Noise immunity, 
Error checking, 
Packet recovery 

No delay High: 10 
Mb < X < 
1 Gb 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

High: requires 
average 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

ESB Prediction Error checking 
Packet recovery 

Low delay 
response 

Low: 1Kb 
< X < 100 
Kb 

High: 
every hour 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Fully 
autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

ESB VPS Noise immunity, 
Error checking, 
Packet recovery, 
Data encrypted 

No delay Medium: 
100Kb < X 
< 10 Mb 

High: less 
than an 
hour 

Medium: 
requires easy 
Human 
involvement 

Fully autonomous, 
does not require 
any human 
interaction 

 

 


